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Geometric quantization of Hamiltonian actions of Lie 
algebroids and Lie groupoids
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A b s tra c t
We construct Hermitian representations of Lie algebroids and associated unitary 
representations of Lie groupoids by a geometric quantization procedure. For this pur­
pose we introduce a new notion of Hamiltonian Lie algebroid actions. The first step 
of our procedure consists of the construction of a prequantization line bundle. Next, 
we discuss a version of Kahler quantization suitable for this setting. We proceed by 
defining a Marsden-Weinstein quotient for our setting and prove a “quantization com­
mutes with reduction” theorem. We explain how our geometric quantization procedure 
relates to a possible orbit method for Lie groupoids. Our theory encompasses the geo­
metric quantization of symplectic manifolds, Hamiltonian Lie algebra actions, actions 
of bundles of Lie groups, and foliations, as well as some general constructions from 
differential geometry.
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Introduction
The aim  of th is paper is to  give a m ethod to  construct H erm itian representations of Lie 
algebroids and associated un itary  representations of Lie groupoids. An im portan t way of 
constructing representations of Lie algebras and Lie groups is by geometric quantization (cf. 
e.g. [39], [12], [14]). In this paper this procedure will be generalized to  Lie algebroids and 
Lie groupoids.
A groupoid is a small category in which all arrows are invertible. In particular, it consists 
of a base set M  and a set of arrows G, w ith a num ber of structu re  maps: the source and 
target m ap s , t  : G ^  M , composition m : G s x t G ^  G, an inverse m ap i : G ^  G and a 
unit m ap u : M  ^  G, satisfying certain properties. If there exist sm ooth structures on the 
sets M  and G such th a t the structu re  m aps behave well, then  G is called a Lie groupoid. 
A general reference for Lie groupoids is the book by K. Mackenzie [19]. Lie groupoids are 
useful models for orbifolds (cf. [29]), orbit spaces of Lie group actions, and foliations (cf.
[25]). They are also used in the study  of manifolds w ith boundaries or corners (cf. [26]) and 
play an im portan t role in Poisson geom etry (cf. [19], [35]).
In the previous examples the groupoid is seen as a model for a singular space. This 
paper takes a different perspective: groupoids model a generalized notion of symmetry. One 
usually studies the sym m etry of an object X , by studying its set of autom orphism s A u t(X  ), 
which has the structu re  of a group. The group A u t(X ) is often very large and one instead 
studies morphism s G ^  A u t(X  ) for smaller groups G, called actions of G. One can go 
one step further and study  the sym m etry of a m ap f  : X  ^  Y . An autom orphism  of 
f  : X  ^  Y  consists of autom orphism s ^  G A u t(X ) and ^  G A u t(Y ) such th a t ^  o f  =  f  o ^. 
Note th a t if f  is surjective, the  autom orphism  ^  of X  fixes the autom orphism  ^  of Y , 
hence the autom orphism s of f  form a subgroup of the autom orphism s of X . If Y  is a 
set, then  such an autom orphism  of a m ap actually  consists of a family of isomorphisms 
i^y  : f - 1(y) ^  f - 1(^(y))} . If ^ (y ) =  y, then  <fiy is called an internal sym m etry of the 
m ap, else it is called an external sym m etry (cf. [36]). The union of all internal and external 
symmetries has the structu re  of a groupoid A u t( f  ) ^  Y . For example, the sym m etry of 
a principal H -bundle f  : P  ^  M  (for a Lie group H  and a manifold M ) is described by 
the gauge groupoid P  x H P  ^  M . In this paper we shall study  morphism s of groupoids
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G ^  A u t( f  ), called actions of groupoid. In particular, we shall construct linear actions 
(representations) from H am iltonian actions.
The infinitesim al struc tu re  associated to  a Lie groupoid is a Lie algebroid. A Lie algebroid 
is a sm ooth vector bundle A  ^  M  w ith a Lie bracket on the space of sm ooth sections (A) 
and a bundle m orphism  p : A  ^  T M , called the anchor, satisfying a Leibniz iden tity  for 
f  G C œ (M ) and t ,  a  G Tœ (A), viz.
[t , f a ]  =  f  [t , a] +  (p (t ) • f  ) a.
We shall often assume th a t Lie algebroids A  are regular, i.e. im (p)) C T M  has locally 
constan t rank. If A  is the Lie algebroid associated to  a Lie groupoid G, then  th is condition 
implies th a t  the orbit foliation on M  of the groupoid G is regular. A Lie groupoid w ith 
regular orbit foliation is called regular. For example, transitive Lie groupoids, etale Lie 
groupoids and sm ooth bundles of Lie groups are regular. The regularity  assum ption is 
necessary to  give proofs of some of the  statem ents, bu t m any constructions are possible to  
some extent in singular cases too.
We now give an outline of the paper, including some more details on the content. In 
the  first section we recall the notion of a Lie groupoid or Lie algebroid action on a m ap 
J  : S  ^  M . The in troduction of H am iltonian actions of Lie algebroids (and Lie groupoids) 
proceeds in two steps. F irst, for the  case th a t  J  : S  ^  M  is a surjective subm ersion endowed 
w ith a family of sym plectic forms ù  we introduce the notion of an internally  H am iltonian 
action of a Lie algebroid. The word “in ternal” refers to  the  fact th a t  we only consider the 
sym m etry of the  fibers J - 1(m) for m  G M , which is represented by the action of the  isotropy 
Lie a lgebra’s Am  for m  G M . This action is in ternally  H am iltonian if there exists an in ternal 
m om entum  m ap, which is a m ap ß  : S  ^  J* ker(p)*, satisfying certain  n a tu ra l conditions.
The second step  considers the case th a t ù  extends to  a closed form ù  on S  (which 
we shall call a J-presym plectic form). Then, one can proceed by defining the notion of a 
H am iltonian action, as is done Section 1.4. An action will be called H am iltonian if there 
exists a m om entum  m ap
ß  : S  ^  J  * A * ,
satisfying n a tu ra l conditions. We shall give m any examples to  m otivate th is definition. Some 
of the examples will re tu rn  th roughout the  paper.
Section two is devoted to  the  construction of prequantization  line bundles w ith a rep­
resentation  of the  Lie algebroid, based on the d a ta  of a H am iltonian Lie algebroid action. 
We introduce longitudinal (Cech cohomology to  study  such line bundles endowed w ith a 
connection. The m ain result of Section 2 is, sum m arizing Theorem s 2.10 and 2.12,
T h e o re m . If a Lie algebroid A  acts in a Hamiltonian fashion on ( J  : S  ^  M , ù ) and 
[ù] G H J,dR(S ) is integral, then there exists a prequantization line bundle carrying a Hermi- 
tian representation of A .
In Section 2.4 we briefly discuss the possible in tegrability  of such a representation  to  a 
representation  of an integrating  Lie groupoid for the  Lie algebroid.
In the th ird  section we obtain  a representation  of the Lie algebroid through generalized 
K ahler quantization. To th is effect we need J  : S  ^  M  to  be a bundle of com pact Kahler 
manifolds. The m ain result is (cf. Theorem  3.3)
T h e o re m . If a Lie algebroid A  acts in a Hamiltonian fashion on ( J  : S  ^  M , ù ),
[ù] G H J,dR(S ) is integral and J  : S  ^  M  is a bundle of Kahler manifolds, then there exists 
a geometric quantization  Q(S, ù )  carrying a Hermitiaan representation of A .
Next, we study  the sym plectic reduction of H am iltonian groupoid actions (a generalized 
M arsden-W einstein quotient). We introduce an in ternal quotient (1G\ ß - 1(0M),ùq) and a
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‘full’ quotient (G \ß - 1(0M) ,ù 0). We also introduce in ternal quantum  reduction Q (S ,ù ) Ig 
and full quantum  reduction Q(S, ù ) G.
F inally  we prove a “quantization  com m utes w ith reduction theorem ” for regular proper 
Lie groupoids,
T h e o re m . (cf. Theorem 3.22 and Corollary 3.28) If G is a proper groupoid acting in a 
proper, free and Hamiltonian fashion on a bundle of Kahler manifolds ( J  : S  — M , ù ) , and 
[ù] G H J,dR(S ) is integral, then there exist isomorphisms of vector bundles
Q ( /g \ M- 1(0 m ) ,ù 0) — (Q (S ,ù )) Ig
and
Q (G \m- 1(0 m ) ,ù 0) — (Q (S ,ù ) )G.
The proof strongly relies on the ‘quantization  com m utes w ith reduction theorem ” for 
com pact Lie groups.
The orbit m ethod as developed by Kirillov (cf. [14]) is based on the idea th a t there 
should be a certain  correspondence between the irreducible un ita ry  representations of a Lie 
group and the coadjoint orbits in the dual of its Lie algebra. This m ethod works very well 
for n ilpotent Lie groups (cf. [4]) and com pact Lie groups (the Borel-Weil theorem ). There 
are also nice results for reductive Lie groups (cf. [34]) and even for quantum  groups (cf.
[15]). One m ight wonder if such a principle is also useful for Lie groupoids. In th is paper 
we shall see th a t the answer is affirmative, although a sm ooth family of coadjoint orbits is 
not the only ingredient to  construct a representation. One needs some more s tructu re  to  
take care of the  global topology. Moreover, one should realize th a t the coadjoint orbits are 
subm anifolds of the dual of the Lie algebroid of the  isotropy groupoid (which equals the dual 
of the kernel of the anchor). A lthough the isotropy groupoid is in general not sm ooth, it 
plays an essential role in understanding the representation theory  of G.
The theory  presented in th is paper should be distinguished from the theory  of symplectic 
groupoids and their prequantization  (cf. [37]). Symplectic groupoids were in troduced by 
Alan W einstein and others in a program  to  geom etrically quantize Poisson manifolds. This 
is not the purpose of this paper. We neither assume any (quasi-)(pre-)sym plectic struc tu re  
on the Lie groupoid, nor do we construct the geometric quantization of a Poisson manifold. 
Also, our notion of m om entum  m ap differs from the notion in [23].
The au thor would like to  thank  Eli Hawkins, Peter Hochs, K laas Landsm an, A lan Wein­
stein, M arius Crainic, G ert Heckman, Ieke M oerdijk, Michael Mueger and Hessel Posthum a 
for discussions, suggestions, in terest an d /o r support a t various stages of the  research.
1 H am iltonian Lie algebroid actions
1.1 A ction s o f groupoids and Lie algebroids.
The m aterial in this section is s tan d ard  (see [19]), except for the in troduction  of internally  
sym plectic and J-presym plectic actions of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids.
Suppose G ^  M  is a Lie groupoid, w ith source m ap s : G — M , ta rg e t t  : G — 
M , un it m ap u : M  — G, inversion i : G — G and com position (or m ultiplication) 
m :  G (2) :=  G s x t G —— G. We shall use the no ta tion  i(g) =  g 1, m(g, g7) =  g g 7 and 
u(m ) =  1m . We shall assume th roughout th a t G ^  M  is source-connected, which means 
th a t all the  fibers of s are connected. Suppose N  is a sm ooth m anifold and J  : N  — M  a 
sm ooth map.
D e f in i t io n  1 .1 . A s m o o th  le f t a c t io n  o f  G o n  J  : N  — M  is a sm ooth m ap
a  : G s x j  N  — N
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satisfying
J  (g • n) =  t(g) for all (g ,n ) G G s X j N, (1.1)
1J (n) • n  =  n  for all n  G N, (1.2)
g • (g7 • n) =  (gg7) • n  for all (g, g7) G G (2) and n  G J - 1(s(g7)), (1.3)
using the no ta tion  g • n  :=  a(g , n).
We shall also use the no ta tion  a (g )(n ) :=  a(g , n) There is an analogous notion of a right 
sm ooth action. One can show th a t the  G -orbits in N  are sm ooth subm anifolds of N . Note 
th a t these orb its are equal to  the fibers of the  m ap
J : =  p  o J  : N  — M /G ,
where p  : M  — M /G  is the  quotient m ap from M  to  the orbit space M /G . These orbits 
form a regular foliation of N , if G is a regular Lie groupoid.
E x a m p le  1.2 . We m ention three basic examples here, all arising from a groupoid G ^  M  
itself. Firstly, one has the action of G on the identity  m ap M  — M  by g • s(g) =  t(g). 
Secondly, one has the  action of G on t  : G — M  by m ultiplication g • g7 :=  g g7. Thirdly, one 
has a (in general non-sm ooth) action of G on the associated isotropy groupoid (which is in 
general not a sm ooth manifold, unless G is regular)
Ig  :=  { s- 1(m) n  t - 1(m)}meM — M
by conjugation c(g)g7 :=  g g 7g - 1 .
A ssociated to  a sm ooth groupoid action of G on J  : N  — M  is an a c t io n  L ie  g ro u p o id  
G k J  over N . Its space of arrows is given by G s x J N , the source m ap by s(g, n) :=  n, 
ta rg e t m ap by t(g ,n )  =  g • n, m ultiplication by (h, g • n)(g, n) :=  (hg, n) and inversion by 
i(g, n) :=  (g- 1 ,g  • n).
Suppose J  : S  — M  is a sm ooth surjective subm ersion. The vector bundle k e r (T J ) C T S  
is the  integrable d istribu tion  underlying the foliation F  :=  {J - 1(m )}m£M of S . We shall use 
the no ta tion  T J S  :=  k e r (T J ), T*,J S  = : k e r (T J )*, XJf (S ) :=  TTO(k e r(T J )) and ^ ( S ) :=  
r TO(A n k e r (T J )*)). Moreover, there is an obvious differential dJ : O n(S ) — On+ 1(S), which 
gives rise to  a generalized de R ham  cohomology denoted by H rn dR(S ).
Suppose a  is an action of G on a sm ooth family of sym plectic manifolds ( J  : S  — M , ù ), 
where ù  G O J(S ) is a sm ooth family of sym plectic forms. The action is in te r n a l ly  sy m - 
p le c tic  if it preserves the sym plectic forms in the  sense th a t
a (g ) ù c ù g- 1  •c,
for all a  G S  and g G g J(C) . This is ju s t a “family version” of sym plectic actions in the 
usual sense.
Suppose ù  G O J (S ) extends to  a closed 2-form ù  G OJ:(S). We call a closed form 
ù  G O J ( S  ) th a t restric ts to  a sm ooth family of sym plectic forms ù  G O J  (S  ) a J -p re s y m p le c t ic  
fo rm . Note th a t
(a(Y) (ù7(m)^c) |TJS a(Y) (m)^a,
for all open sets U C M , local bisections 7  : U — G, m  G U and a  G Sm :=  J - 1(m), 
since the local diffeomorphism a(Y) m aps J-fibers to  J-fibers. A local bisection is a m ap
Y : U — G such th a t s o 7  =  id |u  and t  o 7  is a diffeomorphism onto its image. The action 
is said to  be J -p re s y m p le c t ic  if
a(Y) ù Y(m) a^ ^
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for all open sets U C M , local bisections y : U — G, m  G U and a  G Sm :=  J  1(m). This 
is equivalent to
a(g ) ù ga  — ù a
for all g G G and a  G J  1(s(g)).
D e f in i t io n  1 .3 . An a c t io n  o f  a  L ie  a lg e b ro id  (n : A  — M , p) o n  a  m a p  J  : N  — M  is
a m ap
a  : r TO(A) — XTO(N )
satisfying
a (X  +  Y  ) =  a (X  ) +  a (Y  ) (1.4)
a ( f X  ) =  J  * f a (X  ) (1.5)
[a (X ), a (Y )] =  a([X , Y ]) (1.6)
T J  (a (X  )) =  p (X  ) (1.7)
for all X ,Y  G r TO(A) and f  G C TO(M ).
E x a m p le  1 .4 . Any action of a Lie algebra g on a m anifold N  is a Lie algebroid action of 
g — * on N  — *.
E x a m p le  1 .5 . Every Lie algebroid (A  — M , [•, -],p) acts on J  :=  id  : M  — M  via the 
anchor p : TTO(A) — XTO(M ).
E x a m p le  1 .6 . A Lie groupoid action a  on a sm ooth m ap J  : N  — M  gives rise to  an 
action a 7 of the Lie algebroid A (G ) on J  : N  — M  by
a ' ( X ) ( n ) := -jj- |T=0 exp(rX) J(n)n.
Suppose (n : A  — M , p) is a regular Lie algebroid. An action of A  on a sm ooth family 
of sym plectic manifolds ( J  : S  — M , ù ) is in te r n a l ly  s y m p le c tic  if L a (X)ù  =  0 for all 
X  G r œ (ker(p)). We shall see some examples of internally  sym plectic actions in Section 1.3.
The image p(A) C T M  of the  anchor is an integrable distribution, which induces a 
foliation F p on M . Suppose A  acts on a sm ooth fiber bundle J  : S  — M . Denote the 
projection of S  on the leaf space M / F p by J  : S  — M / F p. Suppose ù  G O J(S ) is a J - 
presym plectic form. Note th a t  (La (X)ù ) |Tj s  =  L a (X )ù for all X  G Tœ (A) Then the action 
is said to  be J - p r e s y m p le c t ic  if L a (X )ù =  0 for all X  G Tœ (A). Note th a t the action 
being J-presym plectic implies it being internally  symplectic. We shall see m any examples of 
J-presym plectic actions in Section 1.4, since a H am iltonian action as defined in this section 
is autom atically  J-presym plectic.
Associated to  a Lie algebroid action of (A  — M , p, [•, •]) on J  : N  — M  there is an a c t io n  
L ie  a lg e b ro id  A  k J . Denote the  pullback of A  — M  along J  : N  — M  by J* A  — N . 
The space of sections TTO(J*A ) is generated as a C TO(N )-m odule by sections of the form 
J* X  for X  G r œ (A). A Lie bracket on the sm ooth sections is defined by
[f J* X , g J* Y] :=  f  gJ* [X, Y ] +  f  ( a ( X ) • g) J* Y  -  g (a (Y ) • f  ) J*X ,
where f ,  g G C œ (N ) and X , Y  G Tœ (A) and the anchor
p7 : r œ (A  K J )  — Xœ (N )
is given by
p7( f J * X ) :=  f a ( X ).
Suppose a Lie groupoid acts on a m ap J  : N  — M . It induces an action of the Lie 
algebroid A (G ) on J  : N  — M  and the action Lie algebroid A (G ) k J  is isom orphic to  the 
Lie algebroid A (G  k J ) associated to  the action Lie groupoid.
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1.2 Internally  H am ilton ian  actions and internal m om entum  m aps.
In th is section we introduce the notion of internally  weakly H am iltonian Lie algebroid ac­
tion. This notion and the notion of in ternally  strongly H am iltonian Lie algebroid action, 
in troduced in the  next section, should be seen as an in term ediate stage tow ards defining 
H am iltonian actions. T hey are separately  trea ted  for clarity  and for their role in the  orbit 
m ethod. Exam ples of in ternal H am iltonian actions are postponed to  the next section.
Note th a t the isotropy groupoid IG of a (non-regular) Lie groupoid is not a sm ooth 
manifold. B u t for any G -orbit Gm  C M  the restriction  I G|Gm is a sm ooth manifold. Hence 
IG — M  is a continuous family of sm ooth manifolds in the  subspace topology, i.e. a surjective 
continuous m ap of topological spaces such th a t each fiber is a sm ooth manifold w ith the 
subspace topology.
E x a m p le  1 .7 . Consider the action of the circle S 1 on the real plane R 2 by ro tation . Consider 
the action groupoid G =  S 1 k R 2 ^  R 2. The isotropy groupoid is a continuous family of Lie 
groups w ith fiber S 1 a t (0,0) and zero fiber elsewhere.
If G is a regular Lie groupoid, then  IG is a sm ooth family of Lie groups, i.e. IG — M  is 
a sm ooth family of manifolds and each fiber has a Lie group structu re  sm oothly depending 
on m  G M . Let n  : A (IG ) — M  be the sm ooth family of Lie algebras associated to  I G. It is 
n a tu ra lly  isomorphic to  the  kernel ker(p) of the anchor p : A (G ) — T M  of the Lie algebroid 
of G.
Suppose th a t (n : A  — M , p) is a regular Lie algebroid th a t acts on a sm ooth family of 
sym plectic manifolds ( J  : S  — M , w). Denote the action by a  : TTO(A) — X j? (S ). Suppose 
th a t the action of A  is internally  symplectic. Then a ( X ) j  w is closed, i.e.
dJ ( a ( X ) j  w) =  0
for all X  G r œ (ker(p)). Indeed, this follows from the C artan  hom otopy formula
L a (x )ù  =  dJ ( a ( X ) j  w) +  a ( X ) j  dJ w, 
in which the last te rm  is zero, since w is sym plectic on S.
D e f in i t io n  1 .8 . An internally  sym plectic action of a regular Lie algebroid (n : A  — M , p) 
on a sm ooth family of sym plectic manifolds ( J  : S  — M , w) is called in te r n a l ly  w e a k ly  
H a m il to n ia n  if there exists a sm ooth m ap ^  : S  — ker(p)*, such th a t
S — ker(/3)* 
j  
M
com m utes and
dJ ( u, J * X ) =  - a ( X ) j  w, 
for all X  G r œ (ker(p)). The m ap ^  is called an in te r n a l  m o m e n tu m  m a p  for the  A-action. 
R e m a r k  1.9 . One m ight view ^  as a section in TTO(J* ker(p)*).
R e m a r k  1 .10 . One should th ink  of [a (X ) j  w] as a cohomological obstruction to  the 
existence of a m om entum  m ap. One has the following diagram
dJ
C f { S )  — ^  r~(ker(df ) ) ------ H j tdR(S)
^ -aJw
r°°(ker(,o))
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where a  j  w(X ) :=  a ( X ) j  w and the right diagonal arrow denotes the induced m ap on the 
quotient space. The vanishing of th is m ap is a necessary condition for a  j  w to  lift to  a m ap 
^.
D e f in i t io n  1 .11 . A symplectic Lie groupoid action is in te r n a l ly  w e a k ly  H a m il to n ia n
if the associated Lie algebroid action is in ternally  weakly H am iltonian.
Before we give examples of such actions we shall introduce the notion of internally  
strongly H am iltonian actions in the  next section.
1.3 T he coadjoint action  and internal m om entum  m aps.
In this section we introduce the notion of internally  strongly H am iltonian actions and trea t 
several examples.
Let G be a regular Lie groupoid and I G the associated isotropy Lie groupoid. Recall 
th a t G acts (from the  left) on I G — M  by conjugation G s x p I G — I G,
c(g )g/ :=  g g ^ - 1 .
The action by conjugation induces an action of G on the sm ooth family of Lie algebras 
ker(p) ~  A (Ig ) by
d c(g) ex p (rX ),
T=0
Ad (g )X  =  —  
d r
where X  G A (IG)m and g G Gm for any m  G M . This action is called the a d jo in t  a c t io n  
o f  G and is the generalization of the adjoint action for Lie groups.
In tu rn , th is induces the a d jo in t  a c t io n  of the Lie algebroid A(G ) on A (IG ) — M .
ad (X )Y  =  4~ 
d r
A d (ex p (rX  ))Y,
T=0
where X  G A (G )m and Y  G A (IG)m . Note th a t for X  G Tœ (A (G )) and Y  G Tœ (A (IG ))
ad (X  )Y =  [X ,Y  ].
E x a m p le  1 .12 . A simple exam ple is the pair groupoid G =  M  x M  ^  M . C onjugation is 
given by c((m, n), (n, n)) =  (m, m ). The kernel of the  anchor is the zero bundle hence Ad is 
triv ial on the fibers and ad : T M  — M  x {0} is the  zero map.
E x a m p le  1 .13 . If G is a Lie group, then  Ad and ad coincide w ith the usual notions.
R e m a r k  1 .14 . There is also the notion of an action up to  hom otopy (cf. [9]). It tu rn s  out 
th a t the  m ap ad (X )Y  :=  [X, Y ] defines an action up to  hom otopy of A  on itself. We shall 
not use this s truc tu re  in our paper.
One defines the c o a d jo in t  a c t io n  o f  G on the dual bundle A* ( IG ) by
(A d*(g)£ ,X ) :=  (£, A d(g- 1)X > ,
where £ G A *(IG)m and g G G m . Analogously, one defines the c o a d jo in t  a c t io n  o f  A(G) 
on A* ( Ig ) by
(ad * (X )£ ,Y ) :=  (£, a d ( - X ) Y ) , 
which is obtained as the  tangent m ap of Ad*.
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D e f in it io n  1 .15 . An internally  weakly H am iltonian action of a regular Lie algebroid A  
on a sm ooth family of sym plectic manifolds ( J  : S  — M , w) is in te r n a l ly  (s tro n g ly )  
H a m il to n ia n  if the m om entum  m ap ^  : S  — ker(p)* is A -equivariant w ith respect to  the 
coadjoint action of A  on ker(p)*, i.e.
a ( X ) • (u,Y ) =  (ad* (X ) ^  Y) .
D e f in i t io n  1 .16 . An internally  weakly H am iltonian Lie groupoid action is in te rn a l ly  
( s t ro n g ly )  H a m il to n ia n  if the m om entum  m ap ^  : S  — ker(p)* is G -equivariant w ith 
respect to  the coadjoint action of G on ker(p)*, i.e.
M(g • a ) =  A d*(g ) • M(a ).
E x a m p le  1 .17 . One can consider for example sm ooth families of Lie algebras n  : g — M ; 
in particu lar, a bundle of Lie algebras P  x H h, where H  is a Lie group and P  — M  a 
principal H -bundle and the action of H  on h is the adjoint action. More about internally  
H am iltonian actions of such bundles can be derived from Exam ple 1.19.
In general one can rem ark the following. Suppose g acts on a sm ooth family of symplectic 
manifolds S  :=  y mEM Sm — M . Then a m om entum  m ap is a sm ooth m ap S  — g* th a t 
restric ts to  a m om entum  m ap in the  classical sense on each fiber. For example, a sm ooth 
family of coadjoint orbits S  :=  {Om C gm}mEM carries a H am iltonian action (nam ely the 
coadjoint action). The inclusion S  —  g* is an in ternal m om entum  m ap.
E x a m p le  1 .18 . Suppose G ^  M  is a regular Lie groupoid w ith associated Lie algebroid 
(A  — M , p). Consider a family of coadjoint orbits
{OmG}mGEM/G
in the dual of the kernel of the anchor ker(p)*. Suppose they  form a sm ooth family
S  :=  U  OmG — M.
mGEM/G
Then it has a sym plectic stru c tu re  a t m  G M  given by the stan d ard  sym plectic form on a 
coadjoint orbit O mG fl ker(p)m in the dual of the  Lie algebra ker(p)m . The inclusion
S  :=  U  OmG —  ker(p)*
mGEM/G
is an in ternal m om entum  m ap for the coadjoint action on S  which is therefore in ter­
nally H am iltonian. This is an im portan t observation concerning the orbit m ethod for Lie 
groupoids. We shall come back to  it later.
E x a m p le  1 .19 . Suppose H  is a Lie group and n  : P  — M  a principal H -bundle. Denote the 
action of H  on P  by a . Suppose H  acts on a sym plectic m anifold (S, ) in a H am iltonian 
fashion w ith m om entum  m ap ^  : S  — h*. Denote the action of H  on S  by ß.
Let G ^  M  denote the gauge groupoid P  x H P  ^  M . Define a sm ooth bundle of 
sm ooth manifolds by
S / :=  P  x H S.
The m ap n  : [p, a] — n(p) is well defined from S / to  M  and gives the bundle structure . 
The following observations and lem m a will be necessary to  endow S  w ith the structu re  of a 
bundle of sym plectic manifolds.
Note th a t, since P  is a principal H -bundle, the infinitesimal action
a  : P  x h — T n P
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is an isom orphism  of sm ooth vector bundles. Moreover, it is equivariant w ith respect to  the 
adjoint action of H  on h, hence it induces a diffeomorphism
a  : P  x H h — T nP /H .
L e m m a  1 .20 . Suppose a Lie group H  acts properly and freely on a manifold N . Denote 
the action by 7 . Then
T ( N /H ) ~  ( T N ) /~  
where the equivalence relation is generated by
hv ~  v
for all v G T N  and h G H  and
Y(X)n ~  0 ,
fo r  all X  G h; n  G N , and where 7  : h — XTO(N ) denotes the infinitesimal action.
Proof. Consider the  tangen t m ap
T N  — T  (N /H  )
of the  quotient m ap N  — N / H . It is surjective and  the kernel is spanned by the elements 
m entioned above as one easily checks. □
R e m a r k  1 .21 . One should com pare th is lem m a to  the fact th a t H  acts on T * N  in Hamil­
ton ian  fashion w ith “classical” m om entum  m ap ^  : T * N  — h*, and th a t the M arsden- 
W einstein quotient satisfies
T * (N /H ) ~  M- 1(0 ) /H
(cf. e.g., [12]).
Applying this lem m a to  T S / =  T  (P  x H S  ) one obtains
T  (P  x H S  ) ~  (T P  x T S  ) / ~  
and restricting  to  the vertical tangent space one has
T n (P  x H S ) ~  (T nP  x T S ) / - .
The m ap a  induces an isom orphism
(T nP  x T S ) / ------- — (P  x h x T S ) / - 1
w ith the equivalence relation generated by
[p ,X ,ß /(X )] ~1  [p, 0 , 0]
(h • p, h • X , h • v) ~ 1  (p ,X ,v ),
for all p  G P , h G H , X  G h. The m ap
(P  x h x T S ) / - 1 — — P  x H T S
given by [p, X , v] — [p, v — ß /(X )] is again an isom orphism  of sm ooth vector bundles. So we 
conclude th a t
T n (P  x H S ) ~  P  x H TS.
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We can define a s truc tu re  of a sm ooth bundle of sym plectic manifolds on S / via this 
isom orphism  by
v1^ ^  v2]) :=  (v1, v2),
for p  G P , a  G S  and v1, v2 G TCTS . This well defined, since w is H -invariant by assum ption. 
One easily sees th a t th is indeed gives a non-degenerate n-2-form  on P  x H S  and th a t
dn w =  0 .
Consider the action of the gauge groupoid G =  P  x H P  on n  : P  x H S  — M  given by
^  q][q,a ] :=  [p, a L
where we rem ark th a t if t[p, q] =  n([q/, a /]), then  one can always find a representative of the 
class [q/, a /] as above. Denote this action by 7 .
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .22 . The action of the gauge groupoid G =  P  x j  P  on S / =  P  x j  S  is 
internally Hamiltoniann.
Proof. Note th a t the  Lie algebroid associated to  G is isom orphic to  ( T P ) /H  (cf. [16], [19]). 
Hence the dual of the kernel of the anchor is isomorphic to  T*,nP / H , which in tu rn  is 
isom orphic to  P  x H h* using the m ap
(a /)* : T *,nP / H  — P  x H h*
induced by the infinitesimal action a* of h on T * P .
We give the m om entum  m ap via th is isom orphism  as a m ap
P  x H S  — P  x H h*
defined by
/ [p ,a ] :=  [p , M(a)].
This is indeed well-defined, since /  is by assum ption H -equivariant, hence
/[ h p ,  h a ] :=  [hp, p (h a )]
=  [hp, A d *(h )/(a )]
=  [p , M(a )].
Dually to  T n (P  x H S ) ^  P  x H T S  we have an isom orphism
k : T  *,n (P  x j  S  ) — P  x j  T  *S.
Finally, we check th a t for all X  G r ( P  x H h)
dJ (/x, X ) =  dJ [p, ( ^ ,X )]
— [p,dS (m, X )]
=  [p, —ß ( X ) j  ]
— —7 (X ) j  w,
where the  arrow on the second line refers to  the isom orphism  k and in the last line we again 
identify the  action of T nP / H  on P  x H S  w ith the action of P  x H h on P  x H S  th rough the 
isom orphism  T nP / H  — P  x H h.
Finally we have to  check equivariance of the m om entum  m ap /i. This is im m ediate if we 
again identify T ^ P /H  w ith  P x f f |  and T*’^ P /H  w ith P x j I * .  □
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E x a m p le  1 .23 . Suppose n  : E  — M  is a sm ooth complex vector bundle endowed w ith a 
H erm itian m etric h : E  n x n E  — C. Let U (E ) be the groupoid of un ita ry  m aps on the 
fibers {E m — E n }m,nEM. It has a sm ooth s tructu re  induced from the sm ooth s tructu re  on 
E  and the sm ooth s tructu re  on U (n) (cf. [19]). There exists a sm ooth family of symplectic 
struc tu res w G (E ), given by the im aginary p a rt of h, after identifying T nE  w ith n*E .
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .24 . The natural action of U (E ) on (E , w) is internally Hamiltonian.
Proof. Let F u (E ) C Hom M (M  x C n , E ) be the  un ita ry  frame bundle of E , i.e. the  principal 
bundle of un ita ry  m aps of the  trivial bundle M  x C n to  E , where n  is the  rank  of E . It is 
well-known th a t
F u (E ) xU(n) C n ~  E , 
given by the m ap (^ , z) — ^ (z ) .  Moreover, one easily checks th a t the m ap
F u (E ) x u (n) F u (E ) — U (E)
given by [p, q] — ([q, z] — [p, z]) is an isom orphism  of the gauge groupoid of Fjy (E ) w ith 
U (E ). Hence,
I  (U (E )) ~  (F u (E ) n x n F u (E ) ) /U  (n).
Suppose w/ is the  im aginary p a rt of a H erm itian inner product on C n . The n a tu ra l action 
of U (n) on (C (n), w/) is known to  be H am iltonian (cf. for example [12]). So the proposition 
follows from Proposition 1.22, where the silent assum ption was th a t w is induced from w/, 
as in the previous example. □
E x a m p le  1 .25 . Suppose a regular Lie groupoid G acts on a surjective subm ersion J  : N  — 
M . Denote the action by a  : G s x j  N  — N . Denote the com position of J  : N  — M  and 
the quotient m ap M  — M /G  by J :  N  — M /G . Let p  : T  *,J N  — N  denote the projection 
and J  :=  J  o p. Note th a t one has a com m uting diagram
p
T*’JN ---------
There exists an induced action of the groupoid on the m ap J  given by
a(g )n  =  T  *,J a (g ) - 1  n,
where n G (T*,J N )s(g) :=  J - 1(s(g)). Moreover, there exists a canonical 1-form on T *,J N  
defined by
t  :=  T *,Jp  : T*,J N  — T *,J (T*,J N ),
by abuse of no tation  (T * is not a functor in general.) This gives rise to  a family of symplectic 
forms
w :=  dJ T G 0 J (T*,J N ).
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .26 . The action of G ^  M  on ( J  : T  *,J N  — M , w) is internally Hamilto­
nian.
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Proof. We define an in ternal m om entum  m ap /  : T*,J N  — J* ker(p) by
— */  : — —a  t ,
where we use the same no ta tion  a  for the induced action of the Lie algebroid of G ^  M . 
The fact th a t  the action is weakly internally  H am iltonian follows from
dJ  ( /  j *x  ) =  —dJ  (t , a (  j *x  )) =  —a (X  ) j  d J T =  —a (X  ) j  w
for all X  G ker(p). Equivariance of the  m om entum  m ap follows from
( /  J* X  ) (a (g )n ) =  — (T  *,J a ( g) - 1n , a (X  W ) -  p(n))
=  — (n, a (A d (g )X ))
=  ( / ,J * ( A d ( g ) X )) ,
for all g G G, r/ G T*,JN sçg) and X  G ker(p). □
E x a m p le  1 .27 . As a corollary of the previous example, every Lie groupoid G over M  has 
three canonical internally  H am iltonian actions associated to  it. Firstly, one has the  action 
G on the base space M  given by g • s(g) =  t(g ), w ith zero symplectic s truc tu re  a t each point 
m  G M . Secondly, consider the  the action on T*,êG — M , induced from the left action of 
G on t  : G — M  by left m ultiplication. Thirdly, one has the action on T*,p1G induced from 
the conjugation action on p  : 1G — M . This last one is, of course, related  the coadjoint 
action of G on ker(p)* C T*,p1G, which is internally  H am iltonian.
1.4 H am ilton ian  actions and m om entum  m aps.
In this section we introduce H am iltonian actions of Lie algebroids. A large p a rt of the 
section will be devoted to  examples justifying our terminology.
Let A  be a Lie algebroid over M  w ith anchor p. A s m o o th  n -c o c h a in  o n  A  is a 
C TO(M )-m ultilinear antisym m etric m ap
/  : r œ (A) x . . .  x r TO(A) — C TO(M ).
The space of sm ooth n-cochains is denoted C n (A). It is tu rned  into a cochain complex by
d A /(X 1, . . .  ,X n+ 1) =  ] T ( —1)i +j +1 / ( [ X i ,X j ] ,X 1, . . . ,  X i , . . .  ,X j , . . .  ,X n+ 1)
n+1
^  I 3 (  —1)iP(X i) • / ( X 1, . . . , X i, . . . , X n + 1).
i=1
The cohomology of the cochain complex is denoted H* (A) and is called the L ie  a lg e b ro id  
c o h o m o lo g y  of A.
R e m a r k  1 .28 . This no t the only type of cohomology one could associate to  Lie algebroids, 
see e.g., [8]. The cohomology groups discussed here are also called the  (generalized) de 
R ham  cohomology of A. One could also define de R ham  cohomology w ith coefficients in a 
Lie algebroid representation, bu t th is is not needed in th is paper.
A m ap of Lie algebroids $  : A  — A / induces a cochain m ap $* : C *(A /) — C*(A) and 
hence a m ap $* : H *(A/) — H *(A ) on cohomology.
E x a m p le  1 .29 . Suppose A  =  T M , the Lie algebroid of the  pair groupoid M  x M . Then 
H *(A ) is the  de R ham  cohomology H**R(M ) of M . If A  =  g is a Lie algebra, then  H *(A ) 
is the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology H*(g).
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Suppose a regular Lie algebroid A  acts on sm ooth surjective subm ersion J  : S  — M . 
Suppose a J-presym plectic 2-form
w g oJ-(S)
is given. Since the action a  is a m orphism  of Lie algebroids A  k J  — T J S , one has
d ^ KJ a * ù  =  a* dJ W =  0 ,
where A  k J  is the  action algebroid associated to  the action of A  on J  : S  — M . Suppose 
the action is J-presym plectic. Using C a rta n ’s hom otopy formula this implies th a t
dJ (a (X  ) j  w ) |t  j  s  =  (a (X  ) j  dJ W)|T j  s  =  0.
D e f in i t io n  1 .30 . An action a  of a Lie algebroid (n : A  — M , p) on a m ap J  : S  — M  is 
H a m il to n ia n  if there exists a sm ooth section /  G Tœ ((A  k J )* ), satisfying
d ^K j /  =  —a*W, ( 1 .8 )
dJ ( /  J * X ) =  — (a ( X ) j  w) |t j s  for all X  G Tœ (A). (1.9)
/ is called a m o m e n tu m  m a p  for the action.
R e m a r k  1 .31 . Condition (1.8) is called the prequantization  condition and has to  be satisfied 
for an action to  be prequantizable. Condition (1.9) is called the quantization  condition and 
has to  be satisfied for the  prequantization  to  be quantizable. This term inology will be 
justified in section 2 and 3 below.
R e m a r k  1 .32 . The prequantization  and quantization  conditions sta te  th a t /  G Tœ (A  k J ) 
should be the sim ultaneous solution of an integration  problem  (1.8) for which a*W G H 2 (A  k J ) 
is the  obstruction  and a lifting problem  (1.9) (which is an in tegration  problem  for each X ) 
for which the m ap X  — (a ( X ) j  w)|t J s  G H j(S )  forms the obstruction. In particu lar, if 
these cohomology groups are zero, then  all J-presym plectic actions of A  on J  : S  — M  are 
H am iltonian. There exist some vanishing results for Lie algebroid cohomology (cf. [5]).
L e m m a  1 .33 . If an action of A  on ( J  : S  — M , W) is Hamiltonian,  then it is internally 
strongly Hamiltoniann.
Proof. Note th a t condition (1.9) implies th a t th a t the action is internally  weakly H am ilto­
nian, w ith in ternal m om entum  m ap /  :=  i* o / ,  where i : ker(p) — A  is the  inclusion.
We com pute the left hand  side of the prequantization  condition (1.8):
dA(G)K j / ( X ,  Y ) =  ( /  [X, Y]) — a ( X ) ( /  J* Y ) +  a (Y ) ( /  J * X ) . (1.10)
If X  G r œ (A) and Y  G Tœ (ker(p)), then  inserting (1.9) in (1.10) we obtain
( /  [X ,Y ])— a ( X ) ( / , J * Y ) = 0 .  (1.11)
B ut
( /  [X,Y]) =  ( /  ad (X )Y ) =  (a d * (X ) / ,Y ) ,
hence (1.11) expresses A-equivariance of / .  Hence the m om entum  m ap is a lift of an in ternal 
m om entum  m ap /  : S  — J* ker(p)*, i.e. the  diagram
J  *A*
commutes. □
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Suppose A  acts on ( J  : S  — M , W) in a H am iltonian fashion. Then we can form 
a p e rtu rba tion  of W by certain  exact forms w ithout changing the fact th a t the action is 
H am iltonian.
L e m m a  1 .34 . For any ß  G O j(S  ). the action of A  on ( J  : S  — M ,w'), with
w :=  w +  dJ ß,
is Hamiltonian iff L a (x )ß  annihilates T J S  for all X  G Tœ (A).
Proof. Define a m om entum  m ap by
/  :=  /  +  a  ß.
One com putes th a t  C ondition (1.8) is satisfied:
d^K J /  =  d^K J /  +  d^K J a* ß
=  —a*W — a* d J ß
* — /=  —a  w .
Idem  dito  for C ondition (1.9)
dJ ( / /, X ) =  dJ ( /  X ) +  dJ (a*ß, X )
=  —(a (X ) J w) |t j s  — (a (X ) J d J ß ) |TJ S +  L a(X)ß |TJ S 
=  —(a (X ) J w/) |t j S .
□
Moreover, given a H am iltonian action a  of A  on ( J  : S  — M , W) one can add certain  
closed forms to  the m om entum  m ap and it is still a m om entum  m ap. Hence, the chosen 
m om entum  m ap is not unique.
L e m m a  1 .35 . Suppose /  is a momentum map and ß  G O j(S ) , then
/  :=  /  +  a  ß
is a momentum map for the action too iff dJ ß  =  0 and L a (x )ß  annihilates T jS  for all
X  G r (A ) .
Proof. The proof is a calculation sim ilar to  the proof of the previous lemma. □
D e f in i t io n  1 .36 . An action of a regular Lie groupoid G on a sm ooth family of symplectic 
manifolds J  : S  — M  is H a m il to n ia n  if the induced action of the  associated Lie algebroid 
A (G ) is H am iltonian.
E x a m p le  1 .37 . For the case of an action of a sm ooth family of Lie algebras on a sm ooth 
family of sym plectic manifolds, every in ternal m om entum  m ap is a m om entum  m ap. In 
particu lar, strongly H am iltonian Lie algebra actions are H am iltonian in our term inology 
too.
E x a m p le  1 .38 . Suppose M  is a sm ooth m anifold and consider an integrable d istribution  
T  F  C T M  as a Lie algebroid over M . The differential in the  Lie algebroid de R ham  complex 
is the F -d e  R ham  partia l differential dF . Consider the action of T  F  on M  — M . Suppose 
th a t there exists a F -partia lly  closed 2-form W. This is triv ially  a J-presym plectic form. A 
sm ooth section /  : S  =  M  — A* (G) =  T * F  is a m om entum  m ap iff dF /  =  —W on M .
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E x a m p le  1 .39 . Suppose a regular Lie algebroid ( A  — M , pj) acts on J  : S j — Mj,cJj) 
in a H am iltonian fashion, w ith m om entum  m ap /  : S  — A* (Gj ) for i =  1, 2. Then the 
C artesian  product of algebroids A i x A 2 acts H am iltonianly on
(J i x J 2 : S i x S2 —— M i x M 2, Wi x W2)
w ith m om entum  m ap
/ 1  x / 2  : S i x S 2 — A* x A*.
As a particu lar exam ple of this, suppose M  is a manifold endowed w ith a closed 2-form 
w and g is a Lie algebra. Suppose O C 0* is a coadjoint orbit. Consider the  trivial Lie 
algebroid over M  w ith fiber g. I t is the  C artesian  product T M  x g of T M  as a Lie algebroid 
over M  and g as a Lie algebroid over a point. The inclusion of the  coadjoint orbit i : O —  g* 
is a m om entum  m ap for the  coadjoint action of g on O. If ß  G O i (M ) satisfies dß =  —w, 
then  ß  : M  — T *M  is a m om entum  m ap for the action of T M  on (M  — M , w). Hence
ß  x i : M  x O — T *M  x g*
is a m om entum  m ap for the  action of T M  x g on p r i : M  x O  — M .
E x a m p le  1 .40 . Consider the situation  of Exam ple 1.19, in which a Lie group H  acts in a 
H am iltonian fashion on a sym plectic m anifold (S, ws ), w ith m om entum  m ap /  : S  — h*. 
Suppose n  : P  — M  is a principal H -bundle. P roposition  1.22 sta tes th a t the action of the 
gauge groupoid G =  P  x H P  ^  M  on J  : S / :=  P  x H S  — M  is internally  H am iltonian. 
Given a connection on P  we shall extend the sym plectic form w G Oj  (S /) on S / to  a J - 
presym plectic form W G O j( S ). Then we shall see th a t the  action is H am iltonian w ith 
respect to  a well-chosen m om entum  m ap.
Suppose t G r œ ( / \ i ( P ) <g> h) is a Lie algebra-valued connection 1-form on P . After 
identifying T  (P  x H S  ) ~  (T P  x H T S  ) / ~  as in Exam ple 1.19, define
W[p,CT] ( [wi, vi], [w2, V2]) :=  (vi — ß ( t ( w i )), V2 — ß(T (w2))) — ( / a , Fp(w i, W2) ) ,
where F  is the h-valued curvature 2-form on P .
L e m m a  1 .41 . W is a well-defined 2-form in O j( S /).
Proof. Note th a t  for X , Y  G h
w ([a (X ), ß ( X )], [a (Y ) ,ß (Y )]) = 0 .
Moreover, for all h G H
W[hp,fca]([hwi, h v i], [hw 2, h v 2]) =  W[p,CT] ( [wi, vi], [w2, V2^ , 
since ws  is H -invariant and
( /h a ,F h p ( h w i , h w 2)) =  (Ad*(h) , A d(h) F p (w i,w 2))
=  ( / a , Fp (w i,w 2)) ,
by i7-equivariance of r  and p. □
We shall om it here the proof th a t W is closed since we shall la ter see th a t it is the 
curvature 2-form of a connection on a line bundle over P  x H S . Obviously, W restricts to  w 
on the vertical tangen t space.
P r o p o s i t io n  1 .42 . The action of the gauge groupoid G =  P  x H P  ^  M  on ( J  : S / — M , W) 
is Hamiltonian.
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Proof. Define a m om entum  m ap ß  : P  x H S  — A* — T * P /H  by
ß  :=  (ß ,T ) ,
where ß  is the  m om entum  m ap for the  action of H  on (S, ws ). This is well-defined, since
(ß, t ) (hp , h a )  =  (Ad*(h)ß(<a), Ad(h)T(p))
=  (ß ,T ) (P , a ) .
One easily sees th a t ß  restric ts to  ß  (cf. Exam ple 1.19) on the vertical tangen t space. For 
H -equivariant vector fields w i , w2 on P , we com pute
dp ß (w i,w 2) =  (ß, dp t  (w i,w 2))
=  (ß, F  (wi, w2)) — (ß, [t (w i), t  (w2 )] h )
=  ( / ,  F  (w i, w2 )) +  ß(T (w i)) • (ß, T (w2 ))
=  (ß, F  (wi ,w 2)) — w (t (w i),T  (w2 )),
where the second equality  follows from the curvature formula
F  =  dT +  [t , T] h ,
the  th ird  equality follows from H -equivariance of ß  and the last equality follows from the 
fact th a t ß  is a m om entum  m ap. Hence one has d ^ K j ß  =  — Y*W, where 7  denotes the  action 
of P  x H P  on P  x H S.
We check the quantization  condition (1.9) for ß. Identify
T j (P  x H S) — P  x H TS,
as in Exam ple 1.19. For w G X (P ) we com pute
dS (ß, w) =  dS (ß, t (w))
=  — ß(T (w)) _1 WS,
from which we conclude th a t
dj  (ß, w) =  —7 (w) -J W.
□
E x a m p le  1 .43 . Suppose n  : E  — M  is a complex vector bundle w ith H erm itian structu re  
h. Consider the action of U (E ) on E  as in Exam ple 1.23. Let Fjy (E ) — M  be the  frame 
bundle of E . Suppose Fjy (E ) is endowed w ith a connection t . Then we can extend w (cf. 
Exam ple 1.23) to  a closed form W on E  as in the  above Exam ple 1.40. As a consequence of 
Proposition  1.42 we have the following
C o ro lla ry  1 .44 . The action of U (E ) on (E , W) is Hamiltonian.
R e m a r k  1 .45 . Note th a t the  inpu t for a H am iltonian Lie groupoid action is not ju s t 
a sm ooth bundle of coadjoint orbits. One can s ta r t w ith a sm ooth bundle of coadjoint 
o rbits J  : S  =  |O mG}mGeM/G — M  on which one has an in ternal H am iltonian action (cf. 
Exam ple 1.18), bu t the difficulty is to  find a suitable J-presym plectic form on it, such th a t 
the  coadjoint action is H am iltonian. For this reason, in the  context of Lie groupoids there 
is no t a perfect orbit m ethod or philosophy a la Kirillov. We shall further discuss this in 
Section 3.4.
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2 Prequantization  of H am iltonian Lie algebroid actions
2.1 R epresen ta tion s o f Lie algebroids on vector bundles.
In this section we introduce the notion of a representation  of a Lie algebroid w ith a base 
manifold possibly different from the base m anifold of A. Finally  we introduce a certain  
P icard  group associated to  Lie algebroid representations on line bundles and show th a t 
there exists an exact sequence involving this P icard  group.
Suppose (p : A  — M , p) is a Lie algebroid and a  : TTO(A) — X j?(S) is an action of 
A  on J  : S  — M . Suppose E  — S  is a sm ooth vector bundle over S . Let D (E ) be the 
Lie algebroid whose sections are first-order differential operators D  on E  — S  th a t for all 
ƒ g C j? (S ) and a  G Tœ (E ) satisfy
D ( f a )  =  ƒ D a  +  0 (D )  f a  
for a m ap 0  : D (E ) — T j S, which is the anchor (see [19]).
D e f in i t io n  2 .1 . A A -c o n n e c tio n  o n  a  c o m p le x  v e c to r  b u n d le  p  : E  — S , is a m ap of
vector bundles n  : A  k J  — D (E ), such th a t a  =  0  o n. If n  preserves the Lie bracket, then 
it is called a r e p r e s e n ta t io n  or f la t  A -c o n n e c tio n .
R e m a r k  2 .2 . This is a more general notion of a representation th an  usual, in the sense 
th a t we allow a base m anifold which is not M . We shall see th a t prequantization  defines a 
representation  in this way. Q uantization gives a representation  in the narrow  sense, i.e. on 
a sm ooth vector bundle over M .
D e f in i t io n  2 .3 . A representation  n  : A  k J  — D (E ) is H e r m i t ia n  w ith respect to  a 
H erm itian m etric g on E  — M  if
g (n (X )a ,T ) +  g(a, n (X ) t ) =  a (X )g (a , t ).
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .4 . Any H ermitian representation of a Lie algebroid A  on a line bundle 
L  — S  is of the form
n( J * X ) :=  V a (x) — 2ni (ß, J * X ) ,
where a  is the action of A  on J  : S  — M , ß  G Tœ ((A  k J  )*) and V  a H ermitian  T J S  - 
connection on S .
This proposition follows from the following lemma.
L e m m a  2 .5 . Let (p : A / — M , p) be a Lie algebroid and let V  be a H ermitian A-connection  
on a smooth complex vector bundle E  — M . Then there exist a Hermitian connection V e  
on E  — M  and a section ß  of A* <8> E nd(E ) such that V  is of the form
V X =  VX — 2n i(ß , X ),
fo r all X  G r œ (A).
Proof. Let V e  be any H erm itian connection on E . It is well known th a t such a connection 
always exists. Consider the associated A-connection defined by V  : X  — V E X) . Now,
(V x  — V x  )(ƒ  s) =  ƒ V x  s +  p (X  ) ƒ s — ƒ V f (x )s  — p (X  ) f s  
=  ƒ (V x  — V x  )s ,
hence V X — V X is a zeroth order differential operator on E , i.e. V X — V X G E nd(E ). 
Moreover, V  — V  is C TO(M )-linear, in the  sense th a t
V fx  — V fx  =  ƒ (V x  — V x  ),
Thus V  — V  G r œ (A* <g> End(_E)) by the Serre-Swan theorem . □
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Isom orphism  classes of sm ooth complex line bundles on a manifold S  form a group 
P ic j ( S ) under the  tensor product, w ith the triv ial rank  one line bundle as a unit, and 
inverse [L]- 1  =  [L*] :=  [HomS (L, C)]. If A  acts on a m ap J  : S  — M , then  one can extend 
th is s truc tu re  to  the set of isom orphism  classes of H erm itian A -representations on sm ooth 
complex line bundles over S. The product of n  : A  k J  — D (L) and n / : A  k J  — D (L /) is 
defined by
n <g) 1 +  1 <g) n / : A k J  — D (L  ® L /),
and the inverse is given by
( n - 1 (X  )s* ,s )  =  —(s* ,n (X  )(s)) +  d^(s*  ,s ) .
The H erm itian structu re  on the tensor product L 1 <g> L 2 of two line bundles (L 1, g1), (L2, g2) 
is given by the formula
g(v1 ® W1, V2 <8> W2) =  g1(v1, V2)g2(w1, W2).
D e f in i t io n  2 .6 . The H e r m i t ia n  P ic a r d  g ro u p  P ic ^ ( J ) o f  t h e  L ie  a lg e b ro id  a c t io n
of A  on J  : S  — M  is the  group of isom orphism  classes of H erm itian representations of A  
on line bundles over S, w ith product and inverse as described above.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .7 . There is an exact sequence of groups
cAkJ
0 — H  1(A  k J )  — P icA (J) — Pic(S) H 2(A  k J ). (2 .12)
Proof. The second arrow sends a closed section ß  G Tœ ((A  k J )*) to  the  representation  
X  — a ( X ) — 2n i(ß , X ) on the triv ial line bundle. This is well-defined and injective: suppose 
ß, ß / G r œ ((A  k J )*) give rise to  isom orphic representations, i.e. there is a ƒ G C œ (S) such 
th a t
( a ( X ) — 2 n i(ß /, J * X ) ) ^ a )  =  ƒ (a ( X ) — 2n i(ß , J* X ))a ,
for all X  G r œ (A) and  all a  G C j°(S ) =  r œ (L). Using the Leibniz rule and (dAK J (ƒ), X ) =  
a ( X )ƒ we obtain
(dA ƒ, J * X ) =  (ß — ß /, J * X ).
for all X  G r œ (A). Thus the two representations are isom orphic iff there exists an ƒ G 
C j° (S ) such th a t d ^ ƒ =  ß  — ß /. The th ird  arrow forgets the representation, so the sequence 
is exact a t PicA (S). The last arrow is the first A -C hern class m ap cA k J([L]) :=  [a*K ], 
where K  denotes the  curvature 2-form of any connection V  on L — M . If it is zero in 
H 2(A  k J ) ,  then  L  carries a H erm itian ^ -rep resen ta tion , cf. Theorem  2.12. □
R e m a r k  2 .8 . One can generalize the  notion of (higher) C hern classes of complex vector 
bundles to  characteristic  classes for complex representations of Lie algebroids (cf. [5] ).
2.2 P req u an tization  line bundles and longitud inal C ech cohom ol- 
°gy.
In this section we shall discuss how the  class of a J-presym plectic form [w] G H | dR(S )
determ ines a class in the  longitudinal (Cech cohomology. This cohomology is defined anal­
ogously to  the  usual (Cech cohomology (cf. [2]). Then we give a criterion for w to  be the 
curvature of a H erm itian connection on a complex line bundle.
Suppose F  is a regular foliation of S . Consider the projection m ap on the orbit space 
J  : S  — S / F . Suppose U  is a countable good foliation covering for S  (i.e. for all U G U  the 
foliation restricted  to  U is diffeomorphic to  a contractible open subset of R q x R n -q , where 
n  =  d im (M ) and q the  dim ension of the foliation. Let I  be a countable ordered index set for
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U . Denote the intersection of k sets U ^ , . . . ,  Uik by U^ ...ik for i 1, . . . ,  i k G I . For k G Z > 0 
let C )(U , R) be the vector space of sm ooth functions on (k +  1)-fold intersections Uj1 ...ifc+1 
(where i 1 <  • • • <  i k+ 1) which are locally constan t along the leaves of the  foliation by J . 
Define a m ap
by the usual formula
4  : C )  (U, R) — C ) + 1(U,
k+1
W )|u ii...ifc+i := I 3 (—1) jƒ k i . . .v . . i fc+i ■ 
j =1
(2.13)
One checks th a t £2 =  0. The cohomology of the  complex is independent of the chosen 
good foliation cover and we call it the  lo n g i tu d in a l  C e c h  c o h o m o lo g y  and denote it by
H * (s , r )
Consider the foliation Cech-de R ham  double complex defined by
t-i ^C ^  :=  J J  fiJ(U , 
ii<...<ifc+i
ii ...ifc+i
w ith
4 ; : C — C fc+1’'
the  straightforw ard generalization of (2.13) and
dfc.j : C ^  — C ) l +1
the  restriction of dJ to  the  (k +  1)-fold intersections.
The augm ented double complex (ignore the fact th a t some arrows are do tted), p artly  
shown here,
0 - Ü2~(S)
d
■fiJ- (S  )
■ C 0’2
A 
: dJ
■ C 0’ 1
dJ
■C°’°
—>
6
6 -- îï-
C 1,2
C 1 ' 1
A
dJ 
C 1 ’0
C 2,2
■C2,
■C2,0 
A
0 0 0
can be used to  prove
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .9 . There exists an isomorphism  H J - ^ ^ S ) — H *(S, R) between the foliation
de Rham cohomology and the longitudinal Cech cohomology.
The proof is analogous to  the  proof w ith the usual Cech-de R ham  complex (cf. [2] ).
Let [w] G H j dR(S ) be the class of a J-presym plectic form. We shall concretely realize
the above isom orphism  to  associate a degree 2 longitudinal Cech cohomology class to  [w]. We
à à
d d
à 10
d d
à
0
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shall follow the do tted  arrows in the above diagram . Suppose U is a good foliation covering 
for S. Since dJ w =  0, for each Uj G U there  exists an nj G f iJ (U j) such th a t dJ nj =  w|u3-. 
Since for all U-, Uk G U we have dJ (nj — nk ) =  0 on the intersection Ujk , there exists an 
j  G C ~ (U jfc) such th a t dJ j  =  nj — nk. One easily checks th a t dJ j  +  dJ  ^  — dJ j  =  0 
on U j)  and  ^(ajk; ) =  0. Hence
{ajki :=  j  +  ƒ)! — ƒ?;}j,k,iei
defines a class [a] in HJ- (U
There is an obvious definition of longitudinal Cech cohomology H *(S, Z) w ith values in
Z. B ut, one easily sees th a t H *(S , Z) — H *(S, Z), since a cocycle which is integral valued 
and continuous is locally constant. We call a class [w] G H -  dR(S ) integer if the associated 
class in Hr-(S, R) is in the  image of the canonical m ap
H -  (s , z )  — — H 2- (s , r ) .
T h e o re m  2 .1 0 . A J  -closed form  w G f iJ  (S  ) is the curvature 2-form of a J  -partial Hermi­
tian connection on a complex line bundle L — S  iff [w] G H 2 dfl(S) is integral.
Proof. ( ^ )  Suppose a line bundle L — S, H erm itian m etric h and a H erm itian connection
V  are given, such th a t K v  =  w. Suppose {(U?, s-)} -e /  form a norm alized triv ialization of 
L — S, in the sense th a t s- : U- — L |u  is a section for all j  G I  such th a t h ( s j , s j ) =  1. 
This gives rise to  a cocycle {cjk : Ujk — U (1)}j,ke/  defined by
s k s j
for all j ,  k G I .
To the curvature form w of the connection V  is associated a Cech class as above. The 
local J-form s nj (j G I ) give the p artia l connection w ith curvature w by the formula
V sj =  2n in j • s j .
From  th is formula one com putes, using the Leibniz rule for connections, th a t
,J r 1 d Cjk
One can easily show th a t the  fact th a t V  is H erm itian implies th a t the function m ust 
be real-valued. Hence for all j ,  k G I
Cjk =
for a function djk : Ujk — R  locally constant along the leaves. The djk constitu te  a (Cech
1-cocycle in b G C 1 (U, R). From  the fact th a t cjk cklC--1 =  1 we deduce th a t
(ijk  +  djk ) +  (ƒjk +  djk ) — (ijk  +  djk ) G Z, 
hence a — J(b) G Z, which implies th a t [a] is integer.
( ^ )  Suppose an integer class in H j dR(S ) is given. There exist an associated class in 
(U, R). Choose a representative of this class such th a t the  functions ajk; :=  ^  — j  
(as above) have integer value. For all j ,  k G I  define
Cjk :=  e2nifjk
a
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This defines is a cocycle, since ajk; is integral, which gives a sm ooth complex line bundle
L =  ( J ( U j  x <C))/~, 
j e i
where the equivalence relation is given by Uj x C 9 (m, z) ~  (m, cjk z ) G Uk x C whenever 
m  G Ujk. The connection is given by
V sj =  2n*nj • Sj,
where Sj denote section Uj x C which is constantly  equal to  1. The H erm itian s tructu re  is 
given by
h((m , z i), (m, Z2)) =  Z1Z2.
A com putation  proves th a t V  is H erm itian w ith respect to  h. □
R e m a r k  2 .1 1 . One should relate th is to  the well-known fact th a t
c1 : P ic(S) H 2(S, Z)),
where c1([L]) :=  [w] is the first C hern class, which equals the class of the  curvature 2-form 
of any connection on L. Moreover, as we rem arked before, i ï 2(S, Z) ~  H | (S, Z), hence the 
above proof is very sim ilar to  the proof of the fact th a t c1 is an isomorphism. It is repeated  
here since w gives rise to  an element in H 2 (S, R) and not in H 2(S, R) and for expositionary 
purposes. Sum m arizing one has the following com m uting diagram
PicA ( J  ) ■ Pic(S)
É 2 (S \Z ) ■H2 (S,: H } (S, R)
- ^ H 2(A k J )
■H W S  ).
Ac
0
*a
2.3 P req u an tization  representations.
In th is section we prove th a t under suitable assum ptions there exists a prequantization  
representation  associated to  a H am iltonian Lie algebroid action. Next, we discuss some 
examples and some properties of the  prequantization  representation.
Suppose a regular Lie algebroid A  over M  acts on a sm ooth m ap J  : S  ^  M . Let 
a  : r œ (A) ^  X j ’(S) denote the action. Suppose th a t S  is endowed w ith a J-presym plectic 
J-2-form  w G 0  J ( S ). Suppose th a t the action is H am iltonian w ith m om entum  m ap
ß  : S  ^  J  *A*.
Suppose, furtherm ore, th a t there exists a sm ooth complex line bundle L ^  S  w ith a 
H erm itian m etric h and a J -p a rtia l H erm itian connection V L, such th a t the  curvature J -2- 
form K Vl equals w. The trip le (L ^  S, V L, h) is called a prequantization  of the  H am iltonian 
action of A  on ( J  : S  ^  M , w). We have seen in Theorem  2.10 th a t a prequantization  exists 
if and only if the cohomology class of w is integral.
T h e o re m  2 .1 2 . There exists a Hermitian representation of the Lie algebroid A  on (L ^  M , h) 
given by
n ( X ) :=  V a(x) -  2ni (ß, J * X > .
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R e m a r k  2 .1 3 . Note th a t  this formula is a generalization of the  well-known K ostan t formula 
in classical prequantization  theory. The fact th a t it also applies to  Lie algebroids was also 
used in [38]. A ctually one only needs the prequantization  condition (1.8), which is equivalent 
to  cA(L) = 0  G H 2(A  k J ). From  exactness of the  sequence 2.12 the theorem  follows at 
once.
Proof. For X , Y  G T œ (A) one com putes
[n (X ),n (Y )]d (l ) -  n ([X ,Y ]a ) =  [Va (x), V a (7 )]
+  2 n ia (Y ) (ß, J * X > -  2 n ia (X ) (ß, J* Y >
— V a[X,Y] +  2ni ( ß  J * [X, Y]>
=  2 n iK (a (X ), a (Y )) +  2n idÄK jß (X , Y )
=  2 n iw (a (X ), a (Y )) +  2nidAK jß (X , Y )
=  0 .
So n  is a hom om orphism  of Lie algebroids.
The representation  being H erm itian is proven by com putation. For a, t  G Tto(L) and
x  g r ~ ( A ) ,
h (n (X )a , t ) +  h(a, n ( X )t ) =  h (V a (x )a, t ) — h(2ni (ß, J * X > a, t )
+  h(a, V a (X )t ) — h(a, 2ni (ß, J * X > t )
=  a (X )h (a , t )
since the connection is H erm itian and the m etric h is sesquilinear. □
D e f in i t io n  2 .1 4 . The above representation (L ^  M , h, n) G P ic A (J) is the p r e q u a n t iz a ­
t io n  r e p r e s e n ta t io n  of the  H am iltonian action of A  on J  : S  ^  M .
E x a m p le  2 .1 5 . The tangen t bundle T M  of a sm ooth m anifold M  is a Lie algebroid over 
M . It trivially  acts on J  =  id  : M  ^  M . The prequantization  procedure boils down to  a 
s tan d ard  situation  in differential geometry. Suppose M  is endowed w ith an integral closed 
2-form w G 0 2(M ) (the J-presym plectic form). As we have seen, a m om entum  m ap for this 
action is a 1-form ß  G 0 1(M ) satisfying dß =  —w. A prequantum  line bundle is a complex 
line bundle L ^  M  endowed w ith a H erm itian connection V  whose curvature equals w. The 
prequantization  representation  of A  =  T M  is the  flat connection V  — 2niß .
For a regular integrable d istribu tion  as a Lie algebroid and its associated foliation F  
(cf. Exam ple 1.38) a sim ilar reasoning holds w ith the differential d replaced by a partia l 
differential along the leaves of the  foliation F .
E x a m p le  2 .1 6 . Suppose p  : g ^  M  is a sm ooth family of Lie algebras gm (m G M ) as in 
Exam ple 1.17. Suppose it acts in a H am iltonian fashion on a sm ooth bundle J  : S  ^  M  
of coadjoint orbits Sm :=  O m C g^,. Then the inclusion S  ^  g* is a m om entum  m ap. We 
have a prequantization  line bundle if we can paste  prequantization  line bundles L m ^  Sm 
for each gm into a sm ooth bundle L ^  M . A H erm itian representation on L ^  M  is then 
given by X  ^  —2ni (ß, J * X >, where ß  : S  ^  g* is the  inclusion.
E x a m p le  2 .1 7 . Let a Lie group H  act on a sym plectic m anifold (S, wS) in H am iltonian 
fashion, w ith m om entum  m ap ß  : S  ^  h*, and let n  : P  ^  M  be a principal bundle endowed 
w ith an h-valued connection 1-form t . The connection induces a decom position of T P  into 
a direct sum  H  © V of a horizontal bundle H  :=  ker(T) and  a vertical bundle V :=  ker(T n). 
In Exam ple 1.40 we defined a J-presym plectic 2-form w on S ' :=  P  x H S  and proved th a t 
the action of the  gauge groupoid P  x H P  ^  M  on (S ', w) is H am iltonian.
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Suppose (nL : L ^  S, V L, h) is a prequantization  for the action of H  on S . Consider 
the  line bundle P  x H L ^  P  x H S . We shall show th a t this forms a prequantization  line 
bundle for the action of P  x H P  ^  M  on S ' ^  M .
Firstly, we shall explain the line bundle struc tu re  on n  : P  x H L ^  P  x H S . The m ap
z]) :=  [P ,n L(z)],
is well-defined, since is H -equivariant. A ddition is defined by finding representatives 
w ith equal first en try  (this is always possible) and then  adding the second entry, i.e.
[P, Z1] +  [p, Z2] =  [p, Z1 +  Z2].
Scalar m ultiplication is defined by scalar m ultiplication on the second en try
A[p, z] =  [p, Az].
A section 0 G Tœ (P  x H L) is represented by a pair (O1, 02) of H -equivariant m aps 
01 : P  x S  ^  P  and 02 : P  x S  ^  L, such th a t 01(p, a ) =  h '(a )p  for some m ap h ' : S  ^  H , 
and n L02 equals the projection P  x S  ^  S . Indeed, th is is the case iff (01, 02) : P  x S  ^  P  x L 
induces a section P  x H S  ^  P  x H L.
Since (nL : L ^  S, V L, h) is a prequantization  for the action of h on (S, wS), the curvature 
of V L equals wS and the representation  of h on TTO(L) is given by K o stan t’s formula
X  ^  VL(X) — 2n i (ß, X >.
We identify T  (P  x H S  ) ~  (T P  x H T S  ) /~ ,  cf. Exam ple 1.19. For each H -equivariant 
vector field v on S  and each H -equivariant vector field w on P , let [v, w] denote the  vector 
field induced on P  x H S . For each 0 =  (01, 02) G Tœ (P  x H L) and [w, v] G Xœ (P  x H S ), 
define ( )
V [w,v]0 :=  (° 1, V ^-ß (r  (w))02 — Th (w) • 0^ ,
where (V L02)(p, a ) :=  V L(02(p, ^))(a) and Th (w) G H  is the horizontal projection w — 
a(T(w )) of w. Suppose th a t H  is connected (we need th is for equivariance of the connection 
V L, cf. C orollary 2.22).
L e m m a  2 .1 8 . V  is a connection on P  x j  L with curvature w.
Proof. F irs t we check th a t V  is well-defined. Indeed, V[a (X ),ß(X )] =  0, since t ( a ( X )) =  X  
and Th ( a ( X )) =  0 and
h • V [w,v]0 =  (h • 01, hVL-ß (T(w))02 — h • (Th (w)) • °2)
=  (01, VL (v-ß(T(w)))h • 02 — Th (w) • 02)
=  (01, V ^-ß(T(w)) • 02 — Th (w) • 02),
by H -equivariance of 0, V, w, v, ß, a  and t .
It is easy to  check th a t V  is a connection. For example, for an H -invariant function 
ƒ G (P  x S )H one com putes
V [w,v]f 0  =  (01, VL-ß(T(w))f 02) +  Th (w )f02)
=  ( 01, (f V [w,v] +  (v — ß (T (w ))) • f  +  (w — a(T (w ))) • f ) 02^
=  (ƒ V[w,v]0 +  (w +  v ) f  )0 ,
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since (a(T(w )) +  ß (T (w))) • ƒ =  0 by invariance of ƒ.
Now we shall com pute the curvature of V. Note the  two ways in which the brackets [, ] 
are used, nam ely as a com m utator bracket and as a way to  denote equivalence classes. Let 
[w1, v1], [w2, v2] be vector fields on P  x H S  and 0 =  (01, 02) G Tœ (P  x H L). We com pute
[V [wi ,vi] , V [w2 ,V2] ] 0 =  ( 01, ( [V^i-ß(T (wi)), V ^2-ß (  T(W2))] +  [Th (w1), VL2-ß(T(W2))]
+  [V^1 -ß(T(w1)) ,Th (w 2 )] +  [Th (w 1 ),Th (w2)]) 0^  (2.14)
Note th a t
[Th(w1 ), V -U2 —ß(T (W2 )) ] =  V Th(Wi)'ß(T (W2 ) )
V LVT (w 1 ) • ß (t (W2 ) ) ,
and in the same way we obtain
[V,Ü1 — ß(T(wi )) , Th (w2 )] V r(w2 )-ß(T(wi )) *
We shall also need th a t
[a(T(w1 ) ) ,w 2] =  —a(w 2 • t (w1));
[w1, a(T (w 2))] =  a (w 1 • t (w2));
[v1,ß (T  (w2))] =  0 ;
[ß( t(w 1 )), v2] =  0 ,
as follows from H -equivariance of w 1 , w2 , v1 and v2 .
On the o ther hand,
V  0 _V  0V [[wi,Vi],[w2,V2]]TP XTS 0 =  V [[wi,w2]TP ,[vi,V2]tS ]
=  (01, V [Vi,V2]TS —ß(T([wi,w2]TP))02 — Th ([®1,w 2] t P )02) * (2.15) 
Using the well-known formula
F (w1 ,w 2) =  dT(w1 ,w 2 ) +  [t, T]h (w1, w2)
=  T ([w1, w2 ]) — w 1 • ( t  (w2 )) +  w2 • ( t  (w1 )) +  [t (w1, t  (w2 )]h, 
we continue the calculation of (2.15)
V[[w1,v1],[w2,v2]]TP XTS 0 =  ( 01, (V [vi ,V2]tS —ß(F (wi ,wj)+wi'T (wj)—w2'T (wi) —[t (w i ,t (w2 )] h )
+  [w1, w2] — a (F (w 1, w2) +  w 1 • t (w2 ) — w2 • t ( w 1 )
— [t(w 1,T (w 2)]h)) 0^  * (2.16)
Note th a t  02 is equivariant, hence for any X  G h one has
X  • 02 =  (V T(x) — 2ni (ß, X > +  a ( X ))02 =  0
In particu lar, th is is tru e  for X  =  F (w1, w2).
Subtracting  the identity  (2.16) from (2.14) one obtains the  curvature, using all the  given 
equalities, nam ely
[u>i, i>i], [w2, ^2]) 2ttÏ ’’Ull’ ,^2]I — ,«1],[«'2,'t'2]]Tp XTS)
W „ r
27T* ^7'u2-ß(r(-iti2))]
— VTV1—ß(T (wi)),V2—ß(T (w2 ))] TS — 2™ (ß , F  (w1, w2)>)
=  w (v1 — ß(T (w1 )), v2 — ß(T (w2 ))) — (ß, F (w1,w 2 )> 
=  w([w1, v1], [w2, v2])*
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□
A H erm itian m etric h ' on P  x H L is given by
h'([p, z1], [p, z2]) :=  h (z 1, z2)*
This is well-defined since the  representation of H  on L is unitary.
L e m m a  2 .1 9 . The connection V  on P  x j  L ^  S ' is Hermitian with respect to Hermitian  
m etric  h '.
Proof. This follows by com putation: (in the  no tation  in troduced previously and 0 =  (01, 02),
0 ' =  (01,02 ))
h'(V[w,v]0 , 0 ') +  h '(0 , V[w,v]0 ') =  h (V [ —ß(T(w))02, 02) +  h(Th(w) • 02, 02)
+  V [—ß(T(w))02) +  h (02, Th (w) • 02)
=  (v — ß (T (w))) • h (02, 02) +  Th(w) • h (02, 02)
=  [w, v] • h '( 0 , 0 '),
where in the th ird  line we used the fact th a t V T is H erm itian and in the  last th a t 01, 02, 0 ' 
and 0'2 are i7-equivariant. □
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 0 . The triple (P  x j  L ^  P  x j  S, V, h ') is a prequantization for the action 
of P  x j  P  on (P  x j  S, w), with prequantization representation
A (P  x j  P ) ~  T P / H  ^  D (P  x j  L)
given by
w ^  V Y(w) — 2n i (ß, w>
=  V[w,o] — 2n i (ß, t (w)> *
Note th a t  in Lemma 2.18 we have used the H -equivariance of the connection V T. We 
shall now prove a more general result for source-connected Lie groupoids.
L e m m a  2 .2 1 . Consider the situation of Theorem 2.12. For any prequantization represen­
tation of a A  on a line bundle L ^  S , the given connection V  on L is A-equivariant.
Proof. One com putes for any v G X ^ ( S )
[n (X ), Vv] =  [V a(x), Vv] +  2ni (ß, J * X >
=  2 n iw (a (X ), v) +  V[a (X ),v] +  2niv • (ß, J * X >
=  V [a(X),v],
which m eans exactly th a t V  is A -equivariant. □
The corollary th a t we tac itly  used in the proof of Lemma 2.18 (in the particu lar case 
th a t G  is a Lie group) is
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 2 . If  G is a source-connected integrating Lie groupoid of A , then V  is equiv­
ariant, in the sense that for  v G TJ S  and each g G G j( CT)
V gv =  g V v g *
Proof. Choose a connection V ' on A. Then there exists an exponential m ap expV/ : A  ^  G 
(cf. [16]) D ifferentiating the expression
VeXpv ,(TX)v =  expv ,( tX )V v  expv , ( —t X )* 
a t r  =  0 gives the  equality  in the proof above. □
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2.4 In tegrating  a prequantization  rep resen tation  o f a Lie algebroid.
In this section we discuss the in tegrability  of Lie algebroid representations. In particular, 
we consider the examples from the previous section.
Not every Lie algebroid in tegrates to  a Lie groupoid. Precise conditions for the existence 
of an in tegrating Lie groupoid for a given Lie algebroid are given in [7]. Suppose A  is 
a Lie algebroid and a '  : A  x J  ^  (L) a H erm itian representation  (e.g., obtained by 
prequantization). One would like to  in tegrate  such a representation  to  a representation  of a 
Lie groupoid which has associated Lie algebroid A.
D e f in i t io n  2 .2 3 . A r e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  a  L ie  g ro u p o id  G ^  M  on a sm ooth complex 
vector bundle E  ^  M  is a sm ooth action of G on n  : E  ^  M
n : G s x n E  ^  E
th a t is linear, i.e.
n(g, A • e) =  A • n(g, e)
and
e +  ƒ  ) :=  e) +  ƒ  ) 
for all g G G, A G C and e, ƒ G E s(g).
R e m a r k  2 .2 4 . This notion generalizes the  notion of H  -equivariant vector bundle for a Lie 
group H .
The representation  n  is u n i t a r y  w ith respect to  a H erm itian m etric h on E  if it preserves
h, i.e.
h (n ^  e ) ,n ^  i - )) =  h(e, ƒ  ^
for all g G G and e, ƒ G E s(g) . A un ita ry  representation  n  can equivalently be given by a 
m orphism  of groupoids G ^  U (E ), where U (E ) is the  Lie groupoid of linear un ita ry  m aps 
E m ^  E n for all m, n  G M  (it has a n a tu ra l sm ooth structure , cf. [19]).
R e m a r k  2 .2 5 . More generally one could consider continuous un ita ry  representations of 
groupoids on continuous fields of H ilbert spaces. These are studied in [1].
Suppose G acts on a m ap J  : N  ^  M . Suppose E  ^  N  a complex sm ooth vector bundle 
endowed w ith H erm itian  s tructu re  h.
D e f in i t io n  2 .2 6 . A ( u n i t a r y ) r e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  G on a sm ooth complex vector bundle 
E  ^  N  is a (unitary) representation  of the action groupoid G x J  on n  : E  ^  N .
Suppose A  is integrable and J  : S  ^  M  is proper, then  by Proposition 3.5 and P ropo­
sition 5.3 in [24] the  representation  n  : A  x J  ^  D (E ) of the Lie algebroid A  on the vector 
bundle E  ^  S  in tegrates to  a u n ita ry  representation G x J  ^  U (L) of the source-simply 
connected in tegrating  Lie groupoid G of A  on E  ^  S. The condition th a t J  is p roper will 
also arise in the  next section about the quantization procedure. Note th a t one can prove 
th a t a proper sm ooth family of manifolds is a fiber bundle.
E x a m p le  2 .2 7 . A flat connection V  — 2 n iß  on a line bundle L ^  M  is a prequantization  
representation  of T M  as a Lie algebroid acting H am iltonianly on (M , w) as in Exam ple 
2.15. I t in tegrates to  a representation of a source-sim ply connected Lie groupoid in tegrating  
T M , for exam ple the fundam ental groupoid n 1(M ) of M . The representation  is exactly  the 
parallel tran sp o rt associated to  the  connection V  — 2niß .
The only prequantization  th a t lifts to  a representation  of the pair groupoid M  x M  (which 
also in tegrates T M ) is the  representation d — 2 n iß  on the triv ial line bundle M  x C ^  M .
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q])[q z] :=  ^ z]
for suitable representatives.
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .2 9 . The representation  n  integrates the prequantization representation given 
by
w ^  V Y(w) — 2n  i (ß, w>
(cf. Theorem 2.12), where V  is the connection we have defined in Lemma 2.18 and 
ß  : P  x j  S  ^  T * P /H  is the momentum map for the Hamiltonian action of P  x j  P  ^  M  
on P  x j  S  ^  M  (cf. Proposition 1.42).
Note therefore, th a t n  does not depend on the chosen connection t .
Proof. Suppose th a t w G Xœ ( P ) is H -equivariant. I t represents a sm ooth section in 
r œ ( A (P x ^ P )) ~  r œ ( T P /H ). Note th a t the infinitesimal representation  n ' : A ( P x ^ P ) ^  
D (L) associated to  the representation n  is given by
n  '(w )0 =  (01, w 02)*
O n the o ther hand,
n (w )0 =  V Y(w)0 — 2n i (ß, w> 0 
=  V[w,o]0 — 2n i (ß, w> 0
=  (0^  V —ß(T(w))02 +  (w — a (T (w )))0 2 — 2ni ^  T(w)> 02)
=  (01, w • 02),
from which the lem m a follows. □
3 Q uantization and sym plectic reduction
3.1 Q uantization  through K ahler polarization .
In th is section we introduce K ahler quantization  for H am iltonian Lie algebroid actions. Next, 
we discuss the examples which we have been considering throughou t the paper.
Suppose a regular Lie algebroid (p : A  ^  M , p) acts in a H am iltonian fashion on a 
sm ooth surjective subm ersion J  : S  ^  M , w ith a J-presym plectic 2-form w G O J(S ), where 
J  : S  ^  M /p . Denote the action by a  : TTO(A) ^  X ^ ( S ). Let ß  : S  ^  J*A* be a 
m om entum  map.
In th is section we shall make the additional assum ption th a t J  : S  ^  M  is a sm ooth 
bundle of com pact connected K ahler manifolds. Denote the alm ost complex structu re  by
j  : T  J S  ^  T  J S*
The following conditions are satisfied: w(j-, •) >  0 and w(j-, j-) =  w, where w :=  w|Tj s .
O ur final assum ption is th a t the alm ost complex s tructu re  j  is A -equivariant, in the 
sense th a t
[a(X  ) , j(v )]T J s  =  j [ a ( X  ), v]T J S ,
for all X  G r œ (A) and v G X ^ ( S ).
Let T J,CS  denote the  complexification T  J S  ® C of T  J S . The complex extension of j  is 
denoted by j C : T  J’CS  ^  T J’CS.
E x am p le  2.28. Recall the situation of Example 2.17. There exists a canonical unitary
representation n of P  x #  P  on P  x j  L, defined by
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D efin itio n  3.1. The K a h le r  p o la r iz a tio n  P (S , j )  of ( J  : S  ^  M, w) is defined by
associated representation  (see §2.3) by n  : A  x J  ^  D (L).
D e f in i t io n  3 .2 . The g e o m e tr ic  q u a n t iz a t io n  of a prequantization  line bundle 
(L ^  S, V, h) for the H am iltonian action a  of A  on ( J  : S  ^  M , w) is given by
We call the  sections of L ^  S  in A q  h o lo m o rp h ic . The space A q  has the s tructu re  of 
a H ilbert C0(M )-m odule (cf. [1]), w ith C0(M )-valued inner product
(dm :=  dim (Sm)/2 ). Hence, it corresponds to  a continuous field of H ilbert spaces over M . 
We shall assume th a t it actually  is a sm ooth vector bundle, which we denote by Q ^  M .
T h e o re m  3 .3 . The geometric quantization vector bundle Q ^  M  carries a Hermitian  
representation of A .
Proof. The fiber of the vector bundle Q ^  M  a t m  is given by
which is finite-dimensional, since Sm is com pact.
We check th a t the representation  n  of A  on L ^  M  restric ts to  A q . From  th is the 
theorem  follows. Suppose V va  =  0 for all v G Tœ (P (S , j )). Note th a t A-equivariance 
of j  implies th a t [a '(X ),v ] G P (S, j ) whenever v G Tœ (P (S , j )). Indeed, suppose v G 
r “ (P (S , j ) )  and X  G Tœ (A) then
A q :=  {a G r TO(L) | Vv a  =  0 for all v G TTO(P  (S, j) )} .
where {Om}m£M is a sm ooth family of densities on J  : S  ^  M  defined by
:=  wmm /(d m !)
{a G r ~ ( S m ,Lm ) | Vv a  =  0 for all v G T ~ ( P  (S, j ) | s m )},
j e  [a '(X  ), v] =  [a ' (X  ),jcv ] 
=  [a ' (X  ), —iv] 
=  —i[ a '( X ), v].
Hence, the  A q (S, w) is A -invariant: for a  G A q (S, w)
Vv (n (X )a ) =  Vv ( V a (x )a  — 2ni (ß, J * X > a)
=  V a '(X ) V va  — V [a'(X),v]a  — 2 n iw (a ' (X ^  v )a
+  2ni (ß, J * X > V va  — 2ni(v • (ß, J*X > )a 
=  —2niv -J (dJ (ß, J * X > +  a '( X ) j  w)a
=  0 ,
by the quantization condition (1.9).
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One easily sees th a t the  representation is H erm itian since the  prequantization  represen­
ta tio n  is H erm itian and w is invariant. Indeed, for all m  G M ,a, a '  G Tœ (L) and X  G Tœ (A)
((n (X )a , a '> +  (a, n (X )a '> )(m ) =  f  h (n (X )a , a ' ) +  h(a, n (X )a ')Q m
JSm
=  / a ( X ) • h(a, a ')Q m
J sm
=  ( ( T J  o a ( X )) • ( m ' — /  h(a, a ' ) n m/))(m ),
./s„  /
which finishes the  proof. □
R e m a r k  3 .4 . O f course, one m ight wonder w hether one can in tegrate  th is representation  
to  a representation  of an integrating  Lie groupoid. This issue is som ewhat simpler th an  
for prequantization  line bundles (cf. section 2.4), since Q — M  is a vector bundle over M . 
Hence, if G is a source-connected in tegrating Lie groupoid for A, then  every quantization 
representation  of A  in tegrates to  a representation  of G.
E x a m p le  3 .5 . In the  case of the H am iltonian action of an integrable d istribu tion  
T  F  C T M  — M  on ( J  : M  — M , w), w ith m om entum  m ap ß  : M  — F * , a prequanti­
zation representation on a line bundle L — M  w ith m etric h and H erm itian connection V 
is given by V  — 2niß , where ß  =  —w. Obviously, the quantization  procedure is em pty in 
th is situation , since the fibers of J  are points.
E x a m p le  3 .6 . If g —— M  is a sm ooth family of Lie algebras th a t acts in a H am iltonian 
fashion on a bundle of sym plectic manifolds S  — M  and there is a prequantization  (L, V, h), 
then  K ahler quantization  is family K ahler quantization.
E x a m p le  3 .7 . Suppose H  is a Lie group th a t acts in a H am iltonian fashion on a symplectic 
manifold (S, ws ) w ith m om entum  m ap ß. Suppose (L, V L, h) is a prequantization  of this 
action. Furtherm ore, suppose th a t P  is a principal H -bundle, endowed w ith an h-valued 
connection 1-form t . In Exam ple 1.40 it was shown th a t there exists a closed form w on 
S ' :=  P  x H S , such th a t the action of the gauge groupoid P  x H P  on (S ', w) is H am iltonian. 
In Exam ple 2.17 it was shown th a t there exists a prequantization  (P  x H L — S ', V, h ') of 
th is action.
Suppose th a t S  is a com pact K ahler m anifold w ith H -equivariant alm ost complex struc­
tu re  j  : T S  — T S .
L e m m a  3 .8 . The almost complex structure j  induces a P  X h P -equivariant family of almost 
complex structures
j  ' : T  S ' — T  S '
on J  : S ' — M .
Proof. We shall use the isom orphism  T J (P  x H S ) ^  P  x H T S  from Proposition  1.22. Define 
the alm ost complex s tructu re  as a m ap j ' : P  x H T S  — P  x H T S  by
j  ' ([P ,v]) =  j (v ) ] .
This is obviously a complex structure:
j ' ( j ' ([p ,v])) =  j  (j(v))] =  1^  —v] =  —[p ,v L
which is P  x H P -equivarian t by the com putation
j ' q] • [q,v]) =  j ' ([p ,v]) =  [p ,j(v )] =  1^  q] • [q,j(v )]  =  [p , q] • j ' ([q,v ]) .
□
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From  the lem m a we conclude th a t J  : S ' — M  is a bundle of K ahler manifolds. So there 
exists a K ahler quantization vector bundle Q ' — M  of the prequantization
(P  x H L — S ', V, h')
of the action of P  x H P  on (S ' — M , w).
Let Q denote the representation  space obtained by quantization of the action of H  on 
S  w ith prequantization  (L, V L, h). The associated vector bundle P  x H Q — M  carries a 
canonical representation  of P  x H P .
P r o p o s i t io n  3 .9 . The vector bundle P  X j  Q — M  is P  X h P -equivariantly isomorphic to 
the quantization bundle Q ' — M .
Proof. Note th a t by definition there is a bijection between sections of Q ' — M  and  holo- 
m orphic sections of P  x H L — S '.
L e m m a  3 .1 0 . There exists a canonical fiberwise linear bijection
P  X j  r ~ ( L )  — r ~ ( P  X j  L), 
where TTO(P  X j  L) is thought of as a vector bundle with fiber at m  given by
r ~ ( P  Xj  L|pmXH s  ).
Proof. A bundle m orphism  ^  : P  x H TTO(L) — TTO(P  x H L) is defined by
(m  [p , n]) — ( m  ( [p ' ,a ] — [ p ^ (p (p ')-1 ) •
where m  G M , p  G n - 1(m ), n G Tœ (L) and p 'p -1  is the  unique elem ent in H  such th a t 
(p 'p - 1 ) • p  =  p '. This is well-defined. Indeed, for fixed p  G P  one has
[hp', h a ] — [p, n ( ( (p (h p ') - 1 ) • ha)]
=  h n C ((p (p ')-1 ) • a )]
and
[hp, h • n] — ^[p ',a] — [hp, h n (h - 1((h p )(p ')  1) • a ) ] )
=  ([p ' ,a ] — [p , n ((p (p ')-1 ) • a ) ] ) .
The m ap ^  is obviously linear. A two-sided inverse is as follows. Suppose (01, 02) is a section 
of P m x H L — P m x H S  (cf. 2.17). Define a m ap $  : Tœ (P  x H L) — P  x H r œ (L) by
[m, (01, 02)] — (a  — (m, [p, (p(01(p, a ) ) - 1 ) • 02( p , a ) ] ^ ,
for a chosen p  G P . S traightforw ard calculations using the equivariance of 01 and  02 show 
th a t th is is independent of the choice of p  G Pm and th a t ’I' o $  =  1 and $  o ’I' =  1 . □
O n sections one obtains, for a sm ooth m ap (m ,a )  — nm (a) from M  x S  to  Q and a 
sm ooth section £ G ( P ), a sm ooth section ^ (£ , n) G (P  x H L) given by
[p ,a ] — [£(n(p ) ) ,nn(p) ((£(n(p ))p -1  ) • a ) ] .
One easily checks th a t the  sections nm G Tœ (L) are holom orphic for all m  G M  iff the 
image ^ ([£ ,n ]) is holomorphic. Indeed, for [£',v'] G P ( S ' , j ') ,  w ith  £' : P  x S  — P  and 
v ' : P  x S  — T CS  such th a t v '(p) is polarized for each p  G P , we have
V K ',v ']^(£ ,n )(p ,a )  =  [£(p , a )  V ( « '- i  x (p ,-)(n  o ß(£(n(p ))p -1  )(a)]
=  K M p ^  0]
=  0 ,
by equivariance of V L. The reverse sta tem ent is proven by the  same formula. □
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R e m a r k  3 .1 1 . We shall sketch a more general view of geom etric quantization  based on
[18] and [11] and references in these papers. If the line bundle L — S  is positive enough, 
then  the quantization  Q — M  vector bundle equals the  index of a continuous G -equivariant 
family of D olbeault-D irac operators
{dLm +  m : Q0,even(Sm ; L m) — Q0,odd(Sm ; L m)}m£M
constructed  from the connection V L on the line bundle L — S  and  the family of almost 
complex structu res on S.
For now, suppose th a t G is locally com pact, a-com pact, endowed w ith a H aar system  
and th a t the action of G on S  is proper. Then this family of D olbeault-D irac operators gives 
rise to  a cycle in K asparov’s G -equivariant bivariant K -theory
[{dLm +  dLm W m ] G K K g (C o(S ), C o(M )).
The Baum -Connes analytical assembly m ap for groupoids (cf. e.g., [3], [31] or [28])
M : K K g (Co(S ),C 0 (M )) — K K (C ,C * (G )) ~  K o(C*(G))
m aps the  class [D] :=  [{dLm +  <9Lm }meM] to  a class in the  K -theory of the C *-algebra C* (G) 
of the groupoid G.
A different way to  look a t geometric quantization is to  define m([D]) to  be the geometric 
quantization  of the  H am iltonian action of G ^  M  on ( J  : S  — M , w). Under certain  condi­
tions, including G being a proper groupoid, K 0(C* (G)) is isomorphic to  the representation  
ring of G (cf. [32]). Hence, geometric quantization  in th is sense will then  still yield (a for­
m al difference of) representations of G. This approach gives new possibilities to  generalize 
geometric quantization . Instead  of requiring J  : S  — M  to  be a bundle of com pact Kaahler 
m anifolds, one requires J  : S  — M  to  be endowed w ith a G -equivariant family of Spinc- 
structures. One then  proceeds by defining the geometric quantization  as the  image under 
the analytical assem bly m ap of KK-cycle defined by the associated family of Spinc-Dirac 
operators coupled to  the prequantization line bundle. This generalizes the  notion of family 
quantization  (cf. [40]).
3.2 S ym p lectic  reduction .
In this section we discuss a generalization of sym plectic reduction to  our setting. We reduce 
in stages, first in ternal sym plectic reduction, then  the entire sym plectic reduction.
Suppose G is a source-connected regular Lie groupoid. Suppose a  is an internally 
strongly H am iltonian left action of G on a sm ooth bundle of connected sym plectic m ani­
folds ( J  : S  — M , w G O J (S )) w ith in ternal m om entum  m ap m : S  — A* ( I g ) (see Definition 
1.15).
Denote the  image of the  zero section 0 : M  — A*(1G ) by 0M . Suppose 0M C im (p) and m 
and 0 are transversal, i.e. T 0 (T M ) and T p (T S ) are transversal in TA *(1G). Then m- 1(0m ) 
is a manifold. Suppose, furtherm ore, th a t Gm acts freely and properly on M- 1(0(m )) for 
each m  G M . Then for each m  G M  the  quotient manifold
Sm0) :=  Gm\M- 1(0 )
is a sm ooth m anifold w ith a sym plectic 2-form wm G O2(Sm) uniquely determ ined by the 
equation
* 0 * 
p mwm ^mw|Sm,
(cf. [20]).
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L e m m a  3 .1 2 . The map
U  Sm0) =  Ig \m - 1(0m ) — M
mEM
is a smooth fam ily of symplectic manifolds.
D e f in it io n  3 .1 3 . The sm ooth family of sym plectic manifolds
1g\m  1(0m ) — M
is called the in te r n a l  M a rs d e n -W e in s te in  q u o t ie n t  of the  in ternally  H am iltonian groupoid 
action.
E x a m p le  3 .1 4 . In the case of a sm ooth family of Lie groups acting on a sm ooth family of 
sym plectic manifolds the in ternal M arsden-W einstein quotient is sim ply the family bundle 
of M arsden-W einstein quotients of the  actions of the groups on the fibers (cf. [40]).
E x a m p le  3 .1 5 . Suppose H  is a Lie group acting on a sym plectic m anifold (S, ws ) in a 
H am iltonian fashion, w ith m om entum  m ap / .  Suppose P  is a principal H -bundle. Then 
G :=  P  x H P  ^  M  acts on (P  x H S, w) in a in ternally  H am iltonian fashion (cf. Exam ple 
1.22), w ith m om entum  m ap /[p , s] :=  [p ,/(s )]  G P  x H j*. The in ternal M arsden-W einstein 
quotient 7G\/2- 1(0M ) is sym plectom orphic to  M  x / - 1(0 ) /H  as a sm ooth bundle of sym- 
plectic manifolds, using the m ap
1 g \ / - 1(0m ) — — M  x / - 1(0 )/H , [p, a] — (n(p), [ /(a )]).
We now tu rn  our a tten tion  to  the  entire quotient.
L e m m a  3 .1 6 . The map
G \ / - 1(0m ) — G \M
can be given the structure of a continuous family of symplectic manifolds.
R e m a r k  3 .1 7 . Note th a t  the  space G \M  is in general non-Hausdorff, unless G ^  M  is 
proper. In the case it is Hausdorff, there is a sm ooth structu re  on G \ / - 1(0M) and G \M  if 
the  action of 1G ^  M  on J  : S  — M  is proper and free, as m entioned above, /  and  0 are 
transversal and the groupoid G ^  M  is effective.
Proof. Since the m om entum  m ap /  : S  — A* (1G) is equivariant and since for every g G Gm 
one has A d*(g)(0(m )) =  0(n), the  sm ooth isom orphism  a(g ) : Sm — Sn restric ts to  a 
sm ooth isom orphism
a(g ) : M-1  (0 (m)) — / - 1(0 (n)).
This induces a well-defined action a  of G on the in ternal M arsden-W einstein quotient 
1 g \ / - 1(0m ) — M  given by
a ( g)(G m a) :=  (Gn a ( g) a ) .
Indeed, suppose a 1 =  a (g ') a 2, for a 1, a 1 G / - 1(0(m )) and g' G Gm. Then a (g )a 1 =  
a (g g ' g - 1)a (g )a 2. Actually, a (g ) =  a (h ) for all g, h G Gm, as one checks by a similar 
com putation.
Of course the action a  induces an equivalence relation on 1G\ / - 1(0M ) and the quotient 
equals G \ / - 1(0M). For every g G G, the m ap a(g ) is a sym plectom orphism , since a(g) 
is a sym plectom orphism . Hence there exists a canonical family of sym plectic forms w00 on
G V _ 1(0m) —► G \ M .  □
D e f in it io n  3 .1 8 . The continuous bundle of sym plectic manifolds ( G \ / - 1(0M ) — G \M , w00) 
is called the M a r s d e n -W e in s te in  q u o t ie n t  of the  in ternally  H am iltonian action of G ^  M  
on ( J  : S  — M , w).
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E x a m p le  3 .1 9 . Consider a group H  th a t acts on a manifold M . Denote the action by a . 
The action groupoid H  x M  ^  M  acts in a H am iltonian fashion on (id : M  — M , 0), w ith 
m om entum  m ap given by any /  : M  — ( j  x M )* such th a t dhKM/  =  d (a * /)  =  0. The 
M arsden-W einstein quotient is defined iff /  =  0 and then, obviously, is given by M /H  — 
M /H , 0). Note th a t  M /H  only is sm ooth if the  action of H  on M  is proper and free.
E x a m p le  3 .2 0 . We continue Exam ple 3.15. One easily sees th a t the M arsden-W einstein 
quotient ( ( P x H P ) \ / - 1(0M) — ( P x HP ) \ M  =  * ,w 00) is sym plectom orphic to  the  M arsden- 
W einstein quotient ( H \ / - 1(0), (ws )0).
3.3 Q uantization  com m utes w ith  reduction .
Suppose G ^  M  is a regular Lie groupoid. Suppose n  : G — U (E) is a un ita ry  representa­
tion  of G on a vector bundle p  : E  — M  w ith herm itian  s tructu re  h. Define the continuous 
family of vector spaces E 1g — M  of I G-fixed vectors by
E 1g :=  {e G E  | n (g)e  =  e for all g G G ^ }.
We shall assume in th is paper th a t it is actually  a sm ooth vector bundle. One easily checks 
th a t E 1g is closed under G. Indeed, for g G G^, h G Gm and e G E ^f one has
n (g )n (h )e  =  n (gh)e
=  n (h )n ((h - 1gh))e 
=  n(h)e .
D e f in i t io n  3 .2 1 . The sm ooth vector bundle E 1g — M  is called the  in te r n a l  q u a n tu m  
r e d u c t io n  of n  : G — U (E).
By sim ilar reasoning as above, the restriction  of n  to  a m ap G — U (E 1g ) is I G-invariant,
i.e.
n(g)e  =  n (g ')e
for all g, g ' G G m , n, m  G M  and  e G E ^ f .
Suppose G acts in H am iltonian fashion on a sm ooth bundle of com pact connected K ahler 
manifolds J  : S  — M  endowed w ith a J-presym plectic form w, such th a t the complex 
structu re  j  and H erm itian m etric h are G-equivariant. Denote the m om entum  m ap by /  : 
S  — J*A *. Consider the in ternal M arsden-W einstein quotient ( / - 1(0M) / I G,w 0). Suppose 
(L, V L, h) is a prequantization  of the  G -action. Suppose L 0 — / - 1(0M) / I G is a line bundle 
such th a t
p  L =  L U- 1(0m).
This is a strong condition, which is satisfied if the action of I G on S  is free. The line bundle L 0 
has an induced prequantization  connection V 0, since V L is G -equivariant (cf. C orollary 2.22) 
and it has an induced H erm itian m etric h0. The trip le (L0, V 0, h0) is a prequantization  of the 
H am iltonian action of R G on the sm ooth bundle of sym plectic manifolds ( IG\ / - 1(0M ) —
M , w0.
Moreover, the K ahler s truc tu re  on S  — M  induces a K ahler s truc tu re  on I G\ / - 1(0M) —
M .
T h e o re m  3 .2 2 . If G is a proper regular Lie groupoid, then quantization commutes with 
internal reduction, i.e. there exists an isomorphism of vector bundles
Q ( I g \ / - 1(0m ),w 0) — (Q (S ,w ))lG.
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R e m a r k  3 .2 3 . Note th a t  for each m  G M  one can restrict the action of G on J  : S  — M  to 
a H am iltonian action of the isotropy Lie group Gm on (Sm , w|sm ). Likewise, the  m om entum  
m ap, prequantization  data , K ahler struc tu re  all restric t to  Sm , and hence give rise to  a 
quantization  com m utes w ith reduction sta tem ent as in the theorem  for Gm , which is com pact 
since G is proper. This theorem  was first form ulated and proven for com pact Lie group action 
by Guillemin and S ternberg (cf. [10]) and also goes under the  nam e of “Guillem in-Sternberg 
conjecture” . I t is proven, in a more general form using Spinc-D irac operators, for com pact 
Lie groups by M einrenken (cf. [21]), M einrenken and Sjam aar (cf. [22]), T ian and Zhang (cf.
[30]) and P arad an  (cf. [27]). For certain  non-com pact groups it is proved, in a som ewhat 
different form using K -theory and K-homology (cf. R em ark 3.11), by Hochs and Landsm an 
(cf. [13]). For families the theorem  was proven in [40], also w ithin the setting  of Spinc-Dirac 
operators and K-theory.
R e m a r k  3 .2 4 . If the  theorem  holds, then  the following diagram  “com m utes” :
Q(S, Ü) Q ^ q V - ^ O m ) ) ,  w°) -  (Q(S, Cü))Ig
Q Q
(S,ü>) I---------------^ ( ( I g \ ^ ( 0m ) W ) ,
where R  denotes sym plectic and quantum  reduction and Q denotes quantization. One 
sometimes abbreviates the theorem  by w riting [Q, R] = 0 .
Proof. We shall construct a m orphism
(Q (S ,w ))lG — Q(1g V - 1(0m ),w 0).
The inclusion i : p - 1(0M ) —  S  induces a m ap
i* : r ~ ( L ) lG — r ~ ( L |M- ! (0M))IG,
where the  superscrip t I G m eans th a t we restric t to  equivariant sections. These are the 
sections fixed under the  action of 1G on TTO(L) as a bundle over M . Moreover, the  quotient 
m ap p  : p - 1(0M) — M- 1(0m ) / 1g induces an isom orphism
p* : r TO(L°) — r ~ ( L |M-! ( 0M))IG.
Because of the equivariance of the  K ahler s truc tu re  and the connection the com position 
(p*)-1  o i* induces a m ap
Q (S ,w ))lG — Q ( ! g V - 1(0m ),w °)),
which is the one we w anted to  construct. This m ap is an isom orphism  on each fiber, since 
the isotropy groups of a proper groupoid are com pact groups for which the theorem  is well 
established. Hence ^  is a continuous isom orphism  of vector bundles. □
E x a m p le  3 .2 5 . Suppose H  is a Lie group acting in H am iltonian fashion on a Kahler 
manifold (S, h, j ,  ws ). Suppose n  : P  — M  is a principal H -bundle and t  G Tto ( / \  1( P ) <g> j  a 
connection 1-form. As discussed in previous examples there exist a J-presym plectic form w 
on P  x H S  — M  and the action of the gauge groupoid P  x H P  ^  M  o n ( P  x H S  — M , w) 
is H am iltonian. Suppose (L — S, V L, g) is prequantization  of the  action of H  on S. Let Q s  
denote the  associated quantization. In Exam ple 3.7 we have seen th a t the prequantization  
and quantization  of the H -action  on S  give rise to  a prequantization  (P  x H L, V, g ') and a 
quantization  Q — M  of the action of the  gauge groupoid P  x H P  ^  M  o n ( P  x H S  — M , w).
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In Exam ple 3.15 we saw th a t the in ternal M arsden-W einstein quotient is isom orphic to  the 
triv ial bundle (M  x p - 1(0 ) /H  — M , w°). The quantization of this bundle obviously equals 
the  vector bundle M  x Q (p - 1(0 )/H , j° )  — M . The sta tem ent of Theorem  3.22 follows from 
[Q, R] = 0  for H  plus the  following observation
L e m m a  3 .2 6 . The internal quantum reduction of Q (P  x h  S, j ' )  is isomorphic to
M  x Q l .
Proof. In Exam ple 3.7 we proved th a t Q (P  x H S, j ' )  ~  P  x H Q(S, j ) .  An element [p, £] G 
P  x H Q(S, j )  is fixed under all [p',p] G 1PXHp whenever £ is fixed under all h G H . Hence 
the sta tem ent follows. □
Suppose n  : G — U (E ) is a un ita ry  representation of G on a vector bundle E  — M  w ith 
herm itian  structure.
D e f in i t io n  3 .2 7 . The q u a n tu m  r e d u c t io n  of n  : G — U (E ) is the  quotient vector bundle 
E g :=  G \E  1g — G \M  (these spaces are in general non-Hausdorff).
C o ro lla ry  3 .2 8 . If rail conditions for Theorem 3.22 are satisfied, then quantization com­
mutes with symplectic reduction, i.e. there exists ran isomorphism of continuous vector bun­
dles
Q (G V - 1(0m ),w °) — (Q(S, w ))G
E x a m p le  3 .2 9 . As a (very) basic example we consider the pair groupoid M  x M  ^  M  for 
a m anifold M , acting on (id : M  — M , 0). A m om entum  m ap is any m ap p  G 0 1(M ) such 
th a t dp =  0. Since we assume 0M C im (p), p  has to  be zero. Hence the M arsden-W einstein 
quotient equals (*, 0). Recall th a t quantization  and prequantization  line bundles coincide in 
th is case. The only quantization  representation of T M  th a t in tegrates to  a representation  
of M  x M  is the  triv ial representation on the triv ial complex line bundle M  x C — M . 
Obviously, the  quantum  reduction of such a bundle is C — *. The M arsden-W einstein 
quotient (*, 0) is indeed quantized by C.
E x a m p le  3 .3 0 . The previous exam ple is a special case of gauge groupoid considered in 
the  previous Exam ples 1.19, 1.22, 1.40, 2.17, 2.29, 3.7, 3.25, where P  — M  is a principal 
H -bundle and H  a Lie group. One easily sees th a t the full quantum  reduction of
Q (P  x h  S, j ' )  ~  P  x h  Q(S, j )
is isom orphic to  Q(S, j ) H . Moreover, the M arsden-W einstein quotient equals Q (p - 1(0 )/H , j° ) .  
Hence, in th is example, it is particu larly  clear how [Q, R] = 0  for gauge groupoids reduces 
to  [Q, R] = 0  for Lie groups.
3.4 T he orbit m eth od
To investigate and  illustra te  a possible orbit m ethod we trea t some examples in this section. 
We have no t yet arrived a t a full form ulation.
A representation  of Lie groupoid G or Lie algebroid A  is said to  be irreducible if is has 
no proper G-(or A -)invariant subvector bundle.
E x a m p le  3 .3 1 . Suppose H  is a Lie group and P  — M  an H -principal bundle. The isotropy 
groupoid of the gauge groupoid P  x H P  is isom orphic to  P  x H H , where the action of H  
on H  is by conjugation. Indeed, define a m ap
Ip  x h p  — P  x h  H
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by -
|p  q] — [p , qp-1],
where qp-1  is the  unique element in H  such th a t (qp- 1 )p =  q. This is well-defined, since 
[hp, hq] — [hp, hqp- 1h -1 ] =  [p, qp- 1 ]. Hence the bundle of Lie algebras A (1 p Xhp ) is iso­
m orphic to  P  x H j, where the  action of H  on j  is the  adjoint action. Moreover, the dual 
bundle A (1pXHp )* is isom orphic to  P  x H j*, where the action of H  on j  is the  coadjoint 
action. From  a coadjoint orbit O C j* one can construct a bundle P  x H O C P  x H j*, 
which is easily seen to  correspond to  a coadjoint orbit in A (1pXHp )*.
L e m m a  3 .3 2 . All coadjoint orbits of the gauge groupoid P  x j  P  are isomorphic to P  x h  O 
fo r  a coadjoint orbit O C j*.
If we choose a connection on P , then  we can extend the sym plectic s truc tu re  on O to 
a J-presym plectic form, such th a t  the  action of the gauge groupoid is H am iltonian. In 
Proposition  2.29 we proved th a t the  quantization  of this action does not depend on the 
choice of connection. Actually, the representation  of P  x H P  is ob tained from quantization 
of the  action of H  on O by M orita equivalence. In general, since H  and P  x H P  are M orita 
equivalent, there exists a bijection between irreducible un ita ry  representations of H  and 
irreducible un ita ry  representations of P  x H P . From  the above lem m a we see th a t there 
is also a bijection between the coadjoint orbits of H  and P  x H P . From  this we conclude 
th a t for as far as the orbit m ethod (using geometric quantization) works for H , it works for 
P  x H P  too.
R e m a r k  3 .3 3 . A n a tu ra l guess would be th a t, in general, there exists a correspondence 
between (isom orphism  classes of) irreducible H erm itian Lie algebroid representations and 
sm ooth families of coadjoint orbits. However, such a correspondence alm ost always fails. 
The in tegration  of Lie algebroid representations to  Lie groupoid representations plays an 
im portan t role, as it does in the Lie algebra/g roup  case. For example consider the pair 
groupoid M  x M , w ith Lie algebroid T M  . I t  has only one (trivial) sm ooth bundle of coadjoint 
orbits, nam ely A*(1G ) =  M  x {0}. Q uantization gives, in general, m any irreducible un itary  
representations of T M , nam ely flat connections on complex H erm itian line bundle over M . 
B ut, the  only one th a t in tegrates to  a representation  of M  x M  is the  triv ial line bundle.
E x a m p le  3 .3 4 . The previous example gives rise to  an exam ple where the orbit m ethod for 
Lie groupoids fails. Consider the  fundam ental groupoid n 1(M ) of M . Its Lie algebroid is 
T M , hence there is only one coadjoint orbit, nam ely the zero orbit. Q uantization can in 
general give rise to  m any non-isom orphic irreducible un ita ry  representations of T M . This 
tim e the representations all integrate to  un ita ry  representations of n 1(M ) given by parallel 
tran sp o rt. Hence, in th is case, there is no bijection between sm ooth families of coadjoint 
orbits and irreducible un ita ry  representations of n 1(M ). This is reflected by the fact th a t 
one can choose different presym plectic forms on the zero coadjoint orbit. Indeed, one has, 
in general, ju s t one coadjoint orbit, bu t PicTM(id) =  P ic (M ) =  i f 2(M , Z) =  0 .
R e m a r k  3 .3 5 . Instead, one m ight hope for a correspondence between symplectic leaves the 
Poisson s tructu re  on A* and isom orphism  classes of un ita ry  representations of the groupoid. 
The same Exam ple 3.34 shows this will not work. We th ink  th a t a good form ulation of an 
orbit m ethod for groupoids should incorporate the  K -theory  of M , bu t we have to  leave this 
as an open problem . The next two examples show th a t the orbit m ethod a t least works 
to  some extend, when M  is contractible and hence its K -theory is zero, i.e. if there are no 
non-trivial vector bundles.
E x a m p le  3 .3 6 . Now we shall consider a non-regular groupoid. A simple example is given 
by the action groupoid G :=  S 1 x R 2 of the action of the circle S 1 on the plane R 2 by
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ro ta tion  around the origin. The dual of the bundle of Lie algebras associated to  the  isotropy 
groupoid is given by
f R  if (x, y) =  (0, 0)
(A* (IG ))(x,y) ^  ( ,ÿ ) ( , )
( ) I  0 if (x, y) =  (0 , 0 )
The only smooth bundle of coadjoint orbits is the triv ial one {0} x R 2 ^  R 2. This suggests 
th a t all sm ooth representations of G are triv ial a t the origin. Close inspection shows th a t 
th is is indeed true. The only irreducible representation  of G up to  isom orphism  is obtained 
by geometric quantization . Indeed, a J-presym plectic form is necessarily 0. Hence a sm ooth 
m om entum  m ap R 2 — A*(G) lifting the zero inclusion R 2 — A*(1G ) is given by (r, a )  — 
(ƒ (r, a ) , (r, a )) , where ƒ is sm ooth and ƒ (r, a )  =  0 if r  =  0 (using polar coordinates (r, a )) . 
The prequan tum  line bundle L is necessarily the  triv ial one (since R 2 is contractible) and 
the p requan tization(= quan tization) representation
A (G ) ~  R  x R 2 — (u(1) x R 2 ) ® T R 2 ~  D(L)
is given by
(X , (r, a))  I—> (—27r* ƒ (r, a ), X  —  ),
d a
which in tegrates to  a representation
S 1 x R 2 — U (L) ~  R 2 x U (1) x R 2
(ß, (r, a ))  — ((r, a  +  ß), e2ni(f(r-“ +ß ) - f (r-a)), (r, a )).
E x a m p le  3 .3 7 . Even for continuous families of Lie groups geom etric quantization  and the 
orbit m ethod work, although one should proceed w ith caution. For example, consider the
2-sphere S 2 C R 3. It can be seen as a continuous family of Lie groups under the  projection
S 2 — [-1 ,1 ] given by (x ,y , z) — x. The dual of the  associated bundle of Lie algebras is 
given by
f R  if x e] -  1 ,1[
(A *(S2)x ] , [
[ 0  if x =  ± 1
The image of any continuous section 0 : [ - 1, 1] — A* (S 2) is a continuous family of coadjoint 
o rbits (which are points). A m om entum  m ap is given by inclusion ^  : 0 ( [ - 1,1]) —  A *(S 2). 
A p requantum  line bundle is again necessarily triv ial L =  [-1 ,1 ] x C. The p requantum  
representation  is given by
(x, X ) — 2n i (^, X } .
The rem arkable feature of th is exam ple is th a t one can allow a 0, and hence ^ , which is not 
continuous a t x =  ± 1 , nam ely a fixed k e  Z  on ]0,1[ and 0 in ± 1 , and still find a continuous 
representation  after integration:
(x, a ) — e
This is a particu lar instance of the fact there exist non-continuous vector fields which still 
induce homeom orphism s. Realizing th is fact, an orbit m ethod should allow families of 
coadjoint orbits th a t are non-continuous a t the  points x =  ± 1 .
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